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Concern over the apparent disparity between the farm use value 

and current market value of property in agricultural areas continues 

to remain a source of concern in many areas.    This concern has 

intensified in recent years,   particularly in those agricultural areas 

situated near urban centers and recreational areas. 

The main thrust of the study was directed toward determining the 

relationship between net real estate income per acre and sale price 

pier acres of properties in selected agricultural areas of Oregon. 

Three areas,   ostensibly called agricultural areas,   were selected for 

analysis.     The areas,   as classified,   included a basic agricultural 

production area (dry land grain area in northcentral Oregon),   an urban- 

recreation influenced area (Douglas County in southwestern Oregon 



bordered by the Pacific Ocean on the west and the Umpqua National 

Forest on the east) and an urban influenced area (Marion County in the 

populous and productive Willamette Valley in northwestern Oregon). 

In addition to determining the influence of net real estate income 

on property prices,   the influence of other property characteristics on 

property prices was analyzed in each area.     The other property 

characteristics included:    year of sale,   number of acres in sale, 

assessed value of buildings per acre,   miles to nearest paved road, 

and miles to nearest town of at least 1, 000 population. 

Simple and multiple linear regression models were used to 

analyze the influence of particular property characteristics on sale 

price per acre.    The same six-variable model was used in each area 

to test whether partial regression coefficient values on corresponding 

variables differed significantly among areas.    Overlapping of 95 per- 

cent confidence intervals around corresponding partial regression 

coefficient values among areas was observed for all independent 

variables except net real estate income per acre.    The income 

variable was an important determinant of sale price per acre only 

for grain area and Douglas County sales.    However,   the partial 

regression coefficient value of 49. 71 in urban-recreation influenced 

Douglas County implies an approximate 2. 0 percent capitalization 

rate compared to a coefficient value of 17. 11 and a 5. 8 percent 

implied capitalization rate in the grain area. 



Year of sale was an important influence on sale price per acre in 

areas influenced more strongly by nonagricultural influences,   i.e., 

Douglas and Marion Counties,   as evidenced both by the level of signi- 

ficance of the coefficient value and the value of the coefficient in each 

of these areas.    The annual rate of property price appreciation at the 

mean was 14. 3 percent in urban-recreation influenced Douglas County 

and 12. 1 percent in urban influenced Marion County.     While not signi- 

ficantly different from zero,   the rate of price change was slightly 

negative in the grain area. 

Conclusions from.the study were (1) that there is a significant 

difference in the influence of net real estate income and other property 

characteristics on prices of properties among selected agricultural 

areas of Oregon,   (2) that the nature and degree of relationship between 

prices oi property sales analyzed and property characteristics of these 

sales varied considerably within each agricultural area selected for 

analysis,   but especially in the urban-recreation and urban influenced 

areas,   and (3) that in spite of relatively low mean rates ot return in all 

three areas studied,   a disparity between the farm use value and current 

market value of land was found to exist only in urban-recreation 

influenced Douglas County. 

Implication of these results are that variously influenced agri- 

cultural areas do exist,   and that motives for and sources of satisfaction 

from ownership of property in agricultural areas vary within and among areas. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF NET REAL ESTATE INCOME AND OTHER 
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS ON PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL 

PROPERTIES WITHIN AND AMONG SELECTED AREAS OF 
OREGON,   1965-69 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Statement of Problem 

It has long been recognized and is relatively easy to verify that 

per acre selling prices of land    vary considerably among properties 

in agricultural areas at any point In time.    Data indicating the vari- 

ability of property prices  in agricultural areas can be obtained from 

many sources.    Common among these are published land value studies 

which utilize either actual land sales or an index of farm real estate 

values where values are based on subjective estimates by informed 

persons (26,   p.   1501),  discussions with persons close to the land 

market,   and land sale recordings in county seats open to public in- 

spection. 

While identifying variation in rural land prices  is relatively easy, 

explaining the variation in prices  is far more difficult.    As a result, 

few subjects have received and continue to receive more widespread 

attention and varied analysis than real estate prices and price 

The term land is used interchangeably with real estate and 
property throughout the thesis.     Unless land is specified as being 
unimproved,   i. e. ,  without buildings,  the term land will include unim- 
proved and improved properties. 



movements  in agricultural areas.    This is not surprising since an 

explanation for current real estate prices and prediction of future 

land prices  in rural areas  is of considerable interest and economic 

importance to a number of diverse interests.    A partial list would in- 

clude current property owners,   prospective purchasers,  public and 

private credit institutions,  and local governmental units dependent 

upon real estate as an ad valorem tax base. 

Because optimum decisions by those who are directly or indirectly 

interested in rural land prices require an understanding of factors and 

forces affecting land values,   considerable time and capital resources 

are expended each year by private and public agencies analyzing land 

sales and land value information.    Numerous and diverse land sales 

analyses are carried out by prospective buyers and sellers,   realtors, 

real estate  lenders,  taxing author it ies ,  universities,   and the United 

States Department of Agriculture.     Many of these land sales analyses 

have been published,   especially those conducted by universities and 

the Department of Agriculture. 

In spite of these past studies,   however,   concern continues to be 

expressed relative to the level of understanding of land prices and 

land price movements  in many rural areas.    Much of this concern 

stems from the apparent unexplained and growing disparity between 

current land prices and prices believed justified by recent and im- 

mediately anticipated net agricultural rent to farm real estate (land 



and buildings).    For many years,   variation in net land income from 

agricultural rents,  the universally accepted dominant determinant of 

land prices  in agricultural areas,   appeared to adequately explain 

variation in rural land prices.    More recently,   agricultural rent is 

believed to have become a less important determinant of land prices 

in many rural areas still considered to be agricultural.    That is,  the 

value of certain properties in these areas apparently are influenced 

2 
by factors other than or in addition to the level of net land income. 

2 
In the final stages of this research it came to the attention of 

this writer that Buechel,   in 1924,  was concerned with essentially the 
same subject area as this writer,   i.e. ,  the relation between rents and 
agricultural land values,  and the importance of factors other than rent 
in influencing land prices.    He stated that 

Land value is,   in theory,  based on the prospective receipt 
of rents indefinitely into the future.    The sum of these 
prospective rents,   capitalized at a rate that reflects the 
prevailing premium on the present,   is the theoretical 
value of the land.    The value of the land,  will,  therefore, 
vary with:   first, changes in prospective future rents; 
and,   second,  changes in interest rates. 

But this method of arriving at the valuation of land is 
based upon the assumption that land is valued solely for 
its net   income- bearing powers; and that the prospective 
rent is a net income from which no deduction need be 
made.    Neither of these assumptions is entirely correct 
and,   therefore,  there is to be found in the valuation of 
land throughout the United States more or less variation 
from the capitalization of prospective rents,  depending 
upon the force of modifying influences. 

Among the factors other than rent which exert an 
influence upon land values,  may be mentioned the fol- 
lowing:   the expectation of the comforts of a home; 
social relations; community development; love of nature; 
speculative returns;  prospective ease or difficulty of 
payment as  influenced by a credit system or by taxation 
( 3,  p.   38). 



Support for this belief is based on national,   state,  and local land value 

data.    From a national standpoint,   farm real estate values were 

closely correlated with net farm income from 1910 to approximately 

1940.    (See Figure 1).    Since 1940 farm real estate values have ex- 

hibited a fairly constant increase.    In contrast,  net farm income in- 

creased more rapidly than land prices through the war and post-war 

years,  remained relatively constant from the late 1940,s to the early 

1960ls,  and began increasing again after the early 1960's.    (See Figure 

1).    From a state standpoint,  the ratio of net land rent to land value 

of farms rented for cash varied tremendously among multi-state farm 

production regions in recent years.    In 1968 the ratio of net rent to 

value averaged 3.8 percent for the 48 contiguous states,  but varied 

from 6. 4 percent in the Delta States to 1. 6 percent in the Northeast 

States.    The ratio was 2.2 percent in the Pacific States of Washington, 

Oregon,  and California.    (See Table 1). 

A recent report reviewing taxation of farm land on the rural- 

urban fringe indicates the concern at local levels over the relationship 

between net land income and land values.    As of September,   1967, 

twenty-three states,  including Oregon,   had either considered or 

enacted some provision for preferential assessment of at least some 

categories of agricultural land ( 39 ).    The low ratio of land rent to 

land value,  the wide variation in rates of return on land among farm 

production regions,  and the widespread expression of need for 
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Table 1.    Ratio of Net Rent to Value of Farm Real Estate by Farm 
Production Region,   1968. 

Region Ratio of net rent 
to value 

Percent 

Northeast 1. 6 

Lake States 4.0 

Corn Belt 4. 3 

Northern Plains 4. 6 

Appalachian 5.5 

Southeast 4. 3 

Delta States 6. 4 

Southern Plains 4. 8 

Mountain 3.8 

Pacific 2.2 

48 states 3.8 

Source:    See reference 38,   p.   26 in bibliography. 



preferential assessment of some categories of agricultural land sug- 

gest that factors other than the discounted flows of net land incomes 

at an investment opportunity rate are partial determinants of rural 

land prices.    This information further suggests that the importance of 

net land income as a determinant of land prices varies eimong rural 

areas.    It thus appears that the factors that contribute to market 

prices of land vary in importance both within aggregate land areas, 

i.e. ,  national,   regional and state,  and among rural areas.    For these 

reasons,   increased understanding of land prices and land price move- 

ments may result from analyzing land sales from areas believed to be 

relatively homogeneously influenced. 

For purposes of property sales analysis,   study areas may be 

formed in either of two ways.    One is by stratifying an aggregate land 

market or area,   i. e. ,   nation,  multi-state farm production region or 

state,   into more homogeneously influenced areas.    The other is by 

increasing the size of local land markets,  and therefore the number of 

sales available for analysis,  by accepting more diversity in the char- 

acteristics of properties sold.    That is,   sales analyzed are not limited 

to a small number of sales comparable in many respects,   i.e. ,   size, 

year of sale,   location,   productivity,   etc.      Use of several sales com- 

parable to a property being appraised has been used effectively in es- 

tablishing a sound opinion of value for a subject property (  5   ,    19    )'• 

But a small number of comparable sales  is not adequate for analyzing 



8 
the varying importance of several land characteristics among areas. 

It is not unreasonable to expect that net land income and other 

rural land price determinants vary in importance among variously 

influenced areas.    This hypothesis has not been tested,   however.    The 

vast majority of studies have been concerned primarily with analyzing 

land sales from a single land market,  whether it be local or aggre- 

3 
gate.       Conceptualizing an aggregate land market as a composite of 

smaller markets or areas,   each influenced in varying degree by non- 

agricultural influences,   recognizes that land values in all rural areas 

may not be primarily influenced by agricultural income or productivity 

considerations.    Rather,  net land income and other land price deter- 

minants may vary in importance among areas,   especially diversely 

influenced areas.      While the level of net land income may be the most 

important explanatory variable of land prices in predominately agri- 

cultural areas,  factors other than net land income likely increase in 

importance as explanatory variables of land prices in areas experienc- 

ing relatively strong nonagricultural pressures on land.     Rural areas 

experiencing urban and recreational pressures are two examples of 

nonagricultural influenced areas.    In these areas,  net land income 

may not be the only source of utility or satisfaction from ownership of 

land.      Location,  with respect to urban centers and recreational sites, 

3 
Remer  ( 25 ) and Gra.no (  9   ) analyzed land sales data on a 

multi-area basis  in investigating the correlation of rural land factors 
in Montana and regional factors affecting farmland values in Illinois, 
respectively. 



respectively,   as well as other nonagricultural income related vari- 

ables  could be expected to take on additional importance in these 

4 
areas. 

Analyzing land sales from areas containing similarly influenced 

properties provides a basis for comparing the importance of several 

possible land price determinants among areas.    Knowledge of the 

varying importance of predominating land price determinants could 

improve understanding of land prices and land price movements in 

agricultural areas.    In addition to improved explanations for current 

land prices,   improved forecasts of future land prices could be expected. 

Several factors besides net land income have been advanced as 

determinants of land prices in agricultural areas,   especially non- 

agriculturally influenced areas.      They include location in relation to 

various quality roads,   size of nearest community,  and types of recre- 

ational sites or recreational activities; the anticipated rate of land 

price appreciation; tract size; and other nonagricultural factors. 

Milgram points out that "In an industrialized society,   land is 

valuable not for its own qualities but as a site for activities.    With no 

change in its intrinsic qualities,   its value can multiply manyfold 

4 
A recent study of land values in the rural-urban fringe of 

northern Virginia stated that "location factors  -- radial distance to the 
urban periphery (X^) and distance to the access highway (X3)  -- pro- 
vided statistically significant estimates that value per acre declined as 
distance increased.    Value per acre fell approximately $32 for each 
additional mile from the urban periphery,  and $7 for each mile from an 
access highway.      These coefficients gave further evidence of urban 
influences on agricultural land values"  (   4 ,   p.   26). 
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because of urban growth around it. . . ."   ( 17 ,   p.   75).    Much the same 

could be said of land near a recreational site or recreational influ- 

5 
enced area.       Increasing demand for properties in recreational in- 

fluenced areas as a result of increases in population,   leisure time, 

and disposable income could be expected to result in substantial price 

increases of land even though its intrinsic qualities have remained 

unchanged. 

In addition to location,  another possible important determinant 

of land prices and one having received much attention in recent years 

is capital gains.    Capital gains and its implications was referred to 

in a recent publication on the parity returns position of farmers with 

the comment that 

The financial considerations affecting farmers' decisions 
to continue farming include both annual income and changes 
in net worth.    Prices of farm real estate have increased 
rapidly in recent years.      As a result,   current farm 
real estate values include a substantial capital gain in 
the value of farm owners' equity.     (   32 ,   p.   10). 

In addition to affecting farmers' decisions to remain in farming,   past 

capital gains and the ajUticipation of future capital gains are reported 

as being important factors considered by many land purchasers in 

recent years.      Thus,   prospects for capital gains influence market 

5 
For lack of a more descriptive term,   "recreational" use will 

refer to the traditional outdoor recreational pursuits plus the enjoy- 
,ment of land ownership and use as a means of obtaining freedom from 
congestion,   a "view",  proximity to recreational sites off the property, 
a "quality environment",  etc. 
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prices of land and, in turn, the ratio of net land income to land value. 

Restated somewhat differently, "the rate at which annual earnings are 

capitalized can be quite low if substantial long-term capital apprecia- 

tion is anticipated" ( 37,   p. 40 ). 

Several researchers,   using different techniques and assumptions 

have estimated the magnitude of farm capital gains and losses in the 

United States over the period 1940 to I960  ( 2, 10 ,  11).    Grove found 

that over this period "capital gains in agriculture,   realized and unreal- 

ized,   have averaged 43 percent as large as total net land income from 

farming operations (19, p.   58).     However,  after adjusting for price 

level changes,   Hoover found that "on an average,   real capital gains or 

losses were about 18 percent as large as farm income for the 20-year 

period,   1940 -1959" for United States agriculture (11,   p.   939).    Boyne, 

in studying changes in the real wealth position of farm operators, found 

that the "net real wealth gains between 1940 and I960 averaged 7. 5 

percent of net income of farm operators from farming" ( 2,  p.   39). 

With respect to the changing relative importance of these two possible 

sources of income,   Boyne found that "while investors  in farm real es- 

tate have received an average 8  percent return throughout the period 

(1940-1960),   an increasing share of the return in recent years has 

come from non-conventional income streams"     (   2   ,  p.    64).     "Non- 

conventional income   streams include   inflation-caused   changes   in 

the purchasing   power of monetary  assets and liabilities and changes 
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in the purchasing power of price sensitive assets" (   2  ,   p.   63).     The 

author is referring to farm real estate,   livestock and crop inventories, 

and machinery and motor vehicles. 

Previous studies have considered numerous factors advanced as 

determinants of land prices.    These studies have also analyzed land 

sales and land values from many geographical areas,   i.e. ,   local, 

state and national land markets,  and over various periods of time, 

i. e. ,   from one to several years.     However,  because of the dissimilar- 

ity of these studies,  only indirect and limited comparison of results 

between studies is possible.     Lack of similarity of studies is largely 

due to differences in intended use of land value study results and, 

therefore,   type of information sought,  type and source of data utilized, 

and method of analysis.    But another reason for dissimilarity of 

studies is the unavailability of published data on net land income for 

individual properties and the difficulty of obtaining this data from 

primary sources,   especially comparably determined net land income 

data.    As a result,   productivity indices or other proxy variables are 

generally used in lieu of net land income when analyzing land values 

with regression models. 

By limiting analysis of sales in agricultural areas to farm land 

sales and using an index of productivity in lieu of net land income, 

numerous studies have indicated that land prices are closely related 

to land productivity.    Hence,  the conclusion drawn is that a close 
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relationship exists between land values and net land income.    Con- 

sidering the recent widespread concern expressed over the apparent 

disparity between farm use value and current market value of land in 

agricultural areas,  this conclusion appears to be invalid for at least 

some areas.    By obtaining and analyzing data on the same property 

characteristics for a random selection of sales from two or more 

agricultural areas,   it is possible to test the null hypothesis that net 

land income and other property characteristics do not influence land 

values differently among agricultural areas.    Whether or not the null 

hypothesis is rejected,   improved understanding of land prices,    land 

price movements,  and the relationship between farm use values and 

current market values of land in each area should be realized from 

analyzing sales in the manner proposed. 

Theoretical Framework 

Traditional value theory was used as a basis for establishing a 

theoretical framework for this study.    However,   as  indicated in the 

previous discussion,  the traditional income approach to land valuation 

fails,to adequately and logically explain variation in land prices in 

many agricultural areas. 

Traditional Income Approach to Value 

Barlowe,   in describing the relation of economic rent to land 
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value,   states that "From a theoretical point of view,  the value of any 

productive land resource always equals the sum total of its future 

economic rents discounted back to the present" ( 1 ,   p.   169).    He 

goes on to state that "the capitalization formula used in the computa- 

3. 3. 3. 
tion of land values can be expressed as V = rr-—r  + TT——r?   + ——r»r   + r (1+r)        (l+r)''       (l+r)^ 

a / 
* ' *   + TT,—m   and reduces to V = a/r.    In this formula V = value of the 

(1+r)-11 

property,  a = average annual economic rent,   and r = the capitalization 

rate" (  1 ,   p.   169).    If "...land is valued solely for its net income 

bearing powers. . . " ( 3 ,   p.   38),  the income approach to value is 

logical and useful.    However,  findings discussed in the previous sec- 

tion suggests that considerations other than net land income influence 

land values even in areas generally categorized as agricultural.    One 

of the most important of these considerations is the prospects for 

appreciation in land values over time.    Notwithstanding Fisher's 

statement that "It is not uncommon for economic students to make the 

mistake of including capital gains as income.    Capital gains,   as 

already implied,   are merely capitalization of future income"  ( 7 , 

p.   25),  this writer would argue that,   in certain instances,   capital 

gains should be included as a source of income.    The reasoning is 

that considerations other than increasing net rents over time cause 

land prices to increase.    In particular,   shifts in land use from strictly 

agricultural production usage to a combination of agricultural and 
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recreational and/or residential usage of land in agricultural areas 

could result in a increase in land prices in the absence of increasing 

net rents.    That is,   part of the utility or satisfaction derived from 

land ownership comes from enjoyment of amenities of the property, 

such as view,   relative access to recreational pursuits,  freedom from 

congestion,   etc.    Some purchasers of properties with these amenities 

may not be particularly concerned with appreciating land values and 

the resultant prospects of capital gains through resale.    Capital gains 

to this type of purchaser would be a windfall gain of sorts.    To other 

purchasers,  however,   particularly speculators, the stream of.net 

rents and the difference between the purchase and selling price of 

property are both most assuredly considered sources of anticipated 

income.    Thus,  the need for a modified land valuation model incor- 

porating anticipated land price appreciation is apparent. 

A Modified Land Valuation Model Incf6rpo rating.'Anticipated. Land Price 
Appreciation 

The conventional land valuation formula V = a/r is a collapsed 

version of the model 
oo 

v-     a a2 

+ ^Z-^X^ 
h=l  (l+r)h (1+r)       (1+r)2 

where the time period is infinite,  and the values of "a" and "r" re- 

main unchanged over time.    For a time period less than infinity,   say, 
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h time periods (years), the present value of the asset can be thought 

of as being attributable to 1) the discounted value of the income stream 

over the time period from year one through year h,  and  2) the dis- 

counted value of the asset at the end of year h.    (The present "rever- 

sion" or "salvage" value of the asset is determined because the owner 

can sell the asset to another investor at the end of year "h". ) 

Assuming initially that the asset neither appreciates nor depre- 

ciates in value over the investment period from year one through 

year h,  the present value of the asset would be equal to the value 

determined by capitalizing the same annual net income into perpetuity. 

This can be shown in equation form as: 

"a, <«>   a, a .   I 
+       "   r 

h=l   (l+r)h     h=l (l + r)h       (l+r)h 

The numerator in the last term is the capitalization formula value of 

an asset.    In this example,  there was no capital gain since the mar- 

ket value of the asset was assumed to remain constant over time. 

That is,  the market value of the asset in time period h,   V ,  was 
1+h 

assumed to equal the market value of the asset in time period 1,  V    . 
1 

By assuming the market value of the asset increases over time,   i. e. , 

V > V      ,  a positive capital gain would be realized upon sale of 
1+h 1 

the asset.    (This assumes,   of course,  that the annual net rent and 

rate used to discount the rent remains unchanged. )   In essence,  the 
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"salvage" value of the resource (land) exceeds its acquisition price. 

To evaluate the effect anticipated capital gains have on prices 

paid for land and rates of return on the purchase price,  a modified 

land valuation model was developed.    The model is specified initially 

in functional form below,   i. e. , 

V      =f(a)r,R,V        ). 
1 1+h 

Thus,  V    ,  the property value in time period t   , is a function bfu the an- 
1 1 

ticipatedannualnet land income; r., the discount rate; R, the investor's de- 

sired rate of return on the original investment,  assuming all equity 

capital; and V ,  the investor's subjective estimate of the property's 
1+h 

market value at the end of h time periods (years).    Given values for 

"a",   "r",   "R" and "V ",  a formula was developed to solve for 
1+h 

V    ,   the maximum price the investor could pay for a property and 

still realize R percent   return on the purchase price. 

The present value of the total income from the investment, 

PVTI,   is identified as being equal to the present value of the antici- 

pated income stream plus the present value of the anticipated capital 

gain,   i. e. , 
V - V 

pVTI=     —il-   +       1+h 1 . 
(l+r)h (l+r)h 
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The rate of return,   R,   is then the average annual present value of 

the total income divided by the original investment,   or 

PVTl/n 
R-vti       •     • 

Rearranging terms and solving for PVTI, 

n V      R = PVTI . 

But,   as identified above, 

PVTI = 

V,        - V, 
V    ah        , Vh       h 
^(l+r)h (l+r)h 

Therefore, 

,r        T,     V   ah x        tl+h ^ 

1        '—^(1+r) (1+r) 

Bringing the V     term on the right side to the left: 

V. V 
,r T,   X 1 ah ,       tl+h 

and, 

Finally, 

'1 (l+rK 

V. n R + 
(1+r) 

(1+r) (1+r) 

y ah   , Vti+h 
^(l+r)11 (1+r)1 

V 

y^h r 
Vti+h 

^..(l+r)11 (l+r)h 

*! nR+-i- 
(1+r) 
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For example,   assume an investor plans to dispose of a tract he 

is contemplating purchasing at the end of three years.    Assume 1) the 

annual net land income,   a,   over the next three years is expected to be 

$50 per acre,   2) the annual discount rate on future income,   r, is five 

percent,   3) the investor wants to realize a five percent return,   R,   on 

his original investment,   V    ,   and 4) he expects the tract to have a 
1 

market value of $1, 191 three years hence.     (While the investor may 

determine his subjective estimate of V in a number of ways,   it 
tl+h 

was assumed he believed the tract had a current market value of 

$1, 000 per acre and expected the tract to "continue" its price trend 
3 

increase of six percent per year,   i. e.,   $1, 000 x (1. 06)    = $1, 191). 

V 

X""!-      .50 .50 .50    -j      1, 191 
>    I    (1.05)      (1.05)2 + (1.05)3 + (1.05)3 

3<0-05>+-(O5)T 

136. 16 + 1, 028.83 
0. 15 + 0.86 

= ■4^= 11153: 46 

Therefore,   the investor can pay up to $1, 153 per acre for the 

tract and still expect to realize a five percent return on his original 

investment.    Or,   if the investor is able to purchase the tract for 

$1, 000 per acre (suggested earlier as being the current market price), 

a return of slightly over 10 percent could be expected.    That is,   R at 

10 percent would result in a "justified" price offering of $1, 004 per 

acre: 
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v
t    _       $1, 165.98 _   $1, 164.98 
'1      (3)(0. 10) + 0.86 1. 16 

= 1, 004. 39 

It can thus be seen that including anticipated capital gains as 

income enhances the rate of return.    Therefore,   in many areas ex- 

periencing low rates of return but rapid land price appreciation,   use 

of this modified land valuation formula may Mexplain" much of the 

apparent disparity between the capitalized income value of land and 

the current market value of land.    Thus,   analysis of the influence of 

time and the importance of anticipated capital gains on property prices 

become important considerations in attempts to explain land price 

levels at various points in time. 

Objectives of Study 

The primary objective of this study is to determine if there is a 

significant difference in the influence of net real estate income and 

other characteristics of individual sales on property prices among 

selected agricultural areas of Oregon. 

A second objective is to determine the nature and degree of re- 

lationship between prices of property sales analyzed and property 

characteristics of these sales within each agricultural area selected 

for analysis. 

A third objective is to determine if a disparity exists between 

the farm use value and current market value of property in any or all 

areas analyzed. 
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II.    METHODOLOGY 

Conceptualization of the Agricultural Real Estate Market 

Those analyzing land sales and land value information in agri- 

cultural areas have conceptualized the agricultural land market in 

different ways.    Because of the heterogeneity of property in agricul- 

tural areas and the varying informational needs of those interested in 

property values in agricultural areas,   various conceptualizations are 

understandable.    Most of the conceptualizations have involved viewing 

the land market in terms of areas,  with areas varying in size from an 

aggregate area,   i.e. ,  state,   region or entire nation,  to a local land 

area. 

Those interested in general trends in agricultural land values 

and ratios of net land income to land value have viewed the agricultural 

land market as a state,   regional or national market.    Those interested 

in real estate price information for tax assessment,  mortgage lending, 

condemnation and other purposes which require information on in- 

dividual land sales in an area have viewed the agricultural land market 

in terms of local or county areas.    Even though these are polar con- 

ceptualizations of the land market,  they likely reflect more closely 

the types and sources of data available for analysis than the way groups 

of buyers and sellers perceive the market.     That is,   Census of 

Agriculture (29),   Statistical Abstracts of the United States  (31),   Farm 
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Real Estate Market Developments and other regularly published re- 

ports provide a convenient source of per acre farm real estate value 

and net farm or net land income data on an aggregate basis.    This 

information is useful in making general statements about trends over 

time and in making broad comparisons among aggregate areas.    Being 

aggregate data,   it has limited use in examining the apparent disparity 

between farm use and current market values of land in agricultural 

areas.    The other type of land value data fairly readily available is 

individual sales information.    This data can be obtained from records 

in county courthouses and/or buyers and sellers of property in agri- 

cultural areas.    Usually,  though,  the method and scope of land sales 

analyses vary among individual areas.    Thus,  there is  little oppor- 

tunity for direct comparison of comparable sales data among areas or 

examination of the apparent disparity between farm use and current 

market value of land in agricultural areas. 

In addition to considering all properties in an area a market,  a 

market has also been conceptualized as including only a certain cate- 

gory of property in an area,   i. e. ,   irrigated row crop,   dry land grain, 

pasture,  unimproved property,  farm enlargement purchases,   etc. 

Because these categories are not mutually exclusive,  a single property 

may belong to a number of land markets.    Rarely,  however,   is the 

specific conceptualization of the agricultural land market used by those 

analyzing land sales in agricultural areas made explicit.    In fact, 
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there is limited discussion in the literature even as to what constitutes 

an agricultural land market.    While not addressing the question of 

"what constitutes a land market" directly,  Scofield and Barlowe refer 

to land markets in the following comments. 

Referring to the market for farmland,  Scofield stated that 

"Instead of a single market,   or several closely integrated markets, 

land transactions occur in hundreds,  and possibly thousands,   of local 

markets,  with no standardization,! little exchange of information,  and 

a minimum of competitive bidding. " (26.  P-   1500)   Not limiting his 

comments to agricultural property,   Barlowe stated that "What is often 

referred to as the 'real estate market1 is really a conglomerate con- 

cept made up of thousands of smaller markets which operate in differ- 

ent areas and deal with different types of properties.    Separate markets 

exist for every type of property that involves different groups of buyers 

and sellers.    Thus we ordinarily distinguish between the markets for 

farm,   residential,   commercial,   industrial,  mining,  forest,  and recre- 

ational properties; and we go so far at times as to distinguish between 

the markets associated with various subtypes of properties." ( 1 , 

p.   202) 

Analyzing land value information from local and aggregate land 

markets,  where land markets are closely associated with areas,  are 

both useful approaches to analyzing land value information for a num- 

ber of purposes.    Neither,  however,  provides the framework necessary 
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for analyzing sales among areas or markets to determine if net land 

income and other land characteristics vary in importance in determin- 

ing selling prices between agricultural areas.    For this reason,  a 

somewhat different conceptualization of the agricultural land market 

was used in analyzing land sales among selected agricultural areas 

of Oregon.     Rather than viewing markets as areas per se, or as areas 

comprised of a particular category of property,  the agricultural land 

market for this study was conceptualized as areas comprised of rela- 

tively homogeneously influenced properties.    That is,   properties in a 

predominately agricultural production area are believed to be influ- 

enced basically by net land income considerations.    Properties in 

other areas,  though still considered agricultural,  are believed to be 

strongly influenced by factors other than net land income based on 

agricultural rents.      Two categories of these nonagriculturally influ- 

enced areas are identified as urban and recreation-influenced.    Agri- 

cultural areas near expanding urban centers,   often referred to as 

rural-urban fringes,  may be described as urban-influenced agricul- 

tural areas.    They reflect the overlap of agricultural and residential 

markets within a given area.    If property values are believed to be 

affected by recreational attributes of an area,  the area might 

Net land income is limited to that reasonably anticipated from 
rent of land and buildings and does not include income anticipated from 
capital gains as a result of land price appreciation. 
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accurately be described as a recreational-influenced area to reflect 

the overlap of agricultural and recreational markets in a given area. 

The majority of agricultural areas,  however,  are believed to be af- 

fected only minimally by nonagricultural influences.    These areas 

would be described simply as agricultural areas.    In these circum- 

stances,   variation in the level of net land income would be expected 

to explain much of the variation in land prices.    In nonagriculturally 

influenced areas,   property characteristics other than net land income 

would be expected to increase in importance as determinants of land 

prices.     This is particularly the case for certain categories of real 

estate such as part-time and hobby farms; land advantageously situ- 

ated in relation to towns,   roads or recreational pursuits; and "view" 

properties. 

Stratifying an aggregate land market into smaller areas com- 

prised of more homogeneously influenced properties,  and analyzing 

the importance of land characteristics of properties sold among these 

areas,   could result in improved understanding of land price levels, 

variation in prices,  and land price movements in agricultural areas. 

It is necessary to develop a model for use in analyzing the importance 

of selected land characteristics among areas to test this concept. 

Developing a Multi-area Model 

Land sales in agricultural areas have been analyzed for many 
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purposes using various analytical techniques and conceptualizations 

of the land market.    To date,  however,  published reports do not in- 

dicate that individual land sales have been analyzed from areas be- 

lieved to be influenced in varying degree by nOnagricultural influences 

to determine if net land income and other land characteristics vary 

in importance in influencing land prices among agricultural areas. 

Thus it was necessary to develop a model suitable for use in analyzing 

the importance of corresponding land characteristics among areas. 

The major thrust of the research was to ascertain the relative 

importance of net land income as a determinant of land prices in cer- 

tain areas of Oregon that are ostensibly designated agricultural. 

Thus,   information on the relationship between net land income and 

prices of properties recently sold in each area was required.    This 

information was necessary for two main reasons.    One was to test the 

hypothesis that there is a disparity between farm use value and current 

market value of properties in agricultural areas,   i. e. ,  that the rate 

of return on the purchase price of land is less than the rate a prudent 

investor would customarily expect on a comparable risk investment. 

By obtaining information on the level of annual net land income rea- 

sonably anticipated from several properties recently sold in each 

area,  a determination of the prevailing rate of return on the purchase 

price of property can be made in each area. 

The general form of the model developed is similar to one used 
by Grano ( 9 ) in analyzing regional factors affecting farmland values 
in Illinois. 
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The second reason net land income information from individual 

sales was needed was to test the hypothesis that net land income varies 

in importance among areas in influencing land prices.    A close re- 

lationship likely exists between net land income and land prices in 

predominantly agricultural production areas.    In urban and recrea- 

tional influenced agricultural areas,  however,   the relationship be- 

tween net land income and land prices may be considerably less close. 

If this is the case,   it could be concluded that factors other than net 

land income are responsible for much of the variation in property 

prices in areas strongly influenced by nonagricultural characteristics. 

To determine the prevailing rate of return on the purchase price 

of properties in each agricultural area,  a sample of sales will be 

analyzed in each area.    Using crop share and cash rental data to 

determine gross landlord income and subtracting landlord expenses, 

a landlord net real estate income figure will be determined for each 

of a sample of properties in each area.    Having this information a 

number of comparisons and analyses will be possible.    By dividing 

the total annual net land income from sales in each area by the aggre- 

gate value of all sale properties analyzed in each area,   a "weighted" 

average rate of return on the purchase price of property in each area 

will be indicated.    If the indicated rate in an area is less than a rate 

selected as representative of a prudent investor rate,  then it could 

be concluded that a disparity does exist between farm use and current 
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market values of land in that area.       But use of aggregate net land 

income and the corresponding aggregate amount for which properties 

sold in each area precludes analysis of the variability of rates of 

return on the sale price of properties within areas.    Information on the 

variability of rates of return on individual sales is needed to determine 

if the rate of return on the sample of sales in each area differs signifi- 

cantly among areas.    Knowing the selling price of each of a sample of 

properties in an area,  V.  (i=l,  2,   . . . ,  n) and the annual net land in- 

come of each of three properties,  a. (1=1,   2,   . . . ,  n),  the method 

9 
of least squares    can be used to analyze sales information in greater 

depth.    In addition to solving for the average rate of return on the 

purchase price of sales in each area,  this statistical technique will 

simultaneously solve for the line of best fit      through a scatter 

of  points   relating net   land income to the sale price of land and 

buildings (see Figure 3),  and provide information on the variability of 

11 
rates of return. 

g 
The interest rate charged on farm mortgage loans is often cited 

as a prudent investor rate. 
Q 
"It is this technique which forms the basis of such commonly 

used methods of analysis as the analysis of variance,  analysis of 
covariance,   simple linear regression and multiple regression" ( 24,  p. 
2). 

The line of best fit is one which minimizes the sum of squared 
vertical deviations from the observations to the regression line ( 6 » 
8 , 13). 

Each observation can be converted to a rate of return by divid- 
ing the net land income by the sale price,   i.e. ,   if aj were $5/acre and 
Vj were $100/acre, a 5 percent rate of return would be indicated. 
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Referring to Figure 2,  a scatter diagram with hypothetical ob- 

servations relating net land income to land prices,  a positive rela- 

tionship can be observed between land price per acre and net land 

income per acre.    This is consistent with value theory as presented 

by the income capitalization formula V = a/r,   where "V" is the esti- 

mated selling price of a property,   "a" the annual net land income, 

12 
and "r" the capitalization rate determined in the land market. This 

can be rewritten as V = — (a) to indicate that each additional dollar of 
r 

annual net land income increases the predicted selling price of land 

by l/r dollars.    If "r",  the capitalization rate determined in the land 

market,  were four percent,  the factor l/r would be 25.    Thus,  each 

additional dollar of annual net land income would increase the esti- 

mated or predicted selling price of land $25.    If the linear line of 

best fit through the observations passes through the origin,  the capi- 

talization rate,   r,  would be identical to the rate of return obtained 

by dividing the total net land income by the total sale price of land (or 

13 
the mean net land income value by the mean sale value). The 

12 
See Murray (19,  p.   193-194) for a discussion of using capitali- 

zation to obtain either an income value or an estimated sale value for 
a property,   depending on whether an interest rate is selected from the 
investment market or a capitalization rate is obtained from analyzing 
the rate of return on sale prices of a group of comparable sales. 

13 
This is so because the linear regression line or line of best 

fit passes through the mean of the independent (net land income) and 
dependent (sale price of land) variables,  and because the weighted 
average rate of return is implied to pass through the origin,   i. e. , 
the rate holds for all levels of income. 
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0 Net landlord real estate income,   $/acre (X) 

Figure 2.    Scatter diagram illustrating correlation of net land income 
and sale price. 
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Figure 3.    Illustration of line of best fit through a scatter 
of points. 
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capitalization formula V = a/r or the simple linear regression equa- 

tion Y =— (a) = ^X could then be used to estimate the sale price of a r 1 

property after ascertaining the prevailing implicit or market-deter- 

mined capitalization rate in the area and the level of annual net land 

income expected from the property.    Since both equations could be 

used to determine the average rate of return on the purchase price of 

properties in each area,  the rate of return determined by either equa- 

tion could be compared to the selected prudent investor rate to see if 

a disparity existed between farm use and current market values of 

land in any or all areas.    If,  however,  the regression line has a posi- 

14 
tive intercept,  b   ,       the two formulas would indicate dissimilar 

capitalization rates for an identical sample of sales.    The slope of the 

linear regression line,  b. ,   in the regression equation 

Y = b0 + ^X 

would be less steep than the slope of the line associated with the 

weighted average rate of return which,  by implication,   passes through 

the origin.     (See Figure 4).    The estimated increase in land price per 

acre from each dollar increase in net land income would,  therefore, 

be less for the less steeply inclined regression line.    Conversely,  the 

implied capitalization rate would be greater for the less steeply 

14 
A positive intercept can be interpreted as indicating a positive 

land value at zero level of net land income. 
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Figure 4.    Comparison of rates of returns. 
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inclined regression line.    This is due to the implied capitalization 

rate being defined as the reciprocal of the estimated price increase 

resulting from a dollar increase in net land income.    If the line from 

the origin is not the linear line of best fit through the points relating 

sale price and net land income,   or if the points do not lie close to the 

linear regression line from tfye origin,  factors or land characteristics 

in addition to net land income must influence land prices.    This 

hypothesis can be tested by modifying the simple linear regression 

model 

Y = b0 + ^X 

to incorporate other land characteristics believed to be important in 

explaining variation in land prices.    A test of the hypothesis should 

result in improved understanding of land price levels and,   if the year 

of the sale is included as a variable,  movements over time in each 

area.     This,   in turn,   should provide insight into the alleged disparity 

between farm use and current market values of land in selected areas, 

and reasons for the disparity if found to exist. 

To simultaneously analyze the importance of more than one in- 

dependent variable in explaining variation in the value of the dependent 

variable (land price),  a multiple linear regression model will be used 

in each area.    The equation,   in general form,   is 

Y = bn + b.X.  + b0X0 + .   .   .   + b  X  . 0 1    1 2   Z p   p 
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The Y term (dependent variable) is the estimated sale price of real 

estate (land and buildings) per acre.    The X. terms (independent 

variables) are selected individual land characteristics,   including net 

real estate income per acre.    The b    term is the constant term and 

is the estimated land price per acre when all X.  (i=l,   . . . ,   p) terms 

are zero.    The b.  (i=l,   . . . ,  p) terms are partial regression coefficients. 

That is,   each b. value indicates the amount of change in the predicted 

value of Y (sale price per acre) from a unit change in the value of the 

land characteristic associated with the particular b. term,   assuming 

15 
the value of all other land characteristics remain constant. To 

analyze the importance of corresponding land characteristics among 

areas the same linear multiple regression model will be used in 

analyzing sales in each area.    In essence,  a multi-area model is pro- 

posed.    The general form of the multi-area model for use in three 

areas  is: 

Y1     = b  '     + b.' :  X- + .: .   .  + b   '   X 
Oil p        p 

Y"    = bn
;"' + b ' ,, X.- + -.   .   .  + b   ',.' X 

0 1 1 p  '     p 

Y'" = b   '" + b."1 X.  + .   .   .  + b   '"X    , 
Oil p        p 

15 
A b value of 25 on the net land income per acre variable would 

indicate that a one dollar per acre increase in income would result 
in a 25 dollar per acre increase in the predicted land price,  assuming 
the level of all other land characteristics remained constant. 
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where each equation refers to a particular area.    A linear multiple 

regression routine will solve for the b-values in each equation,  as 

well as the standard error of each b-value.     Using this information, 

confidence intervals can be established for each b-value.     The approx- 

imate 95 percent confidence interval established for each regression 

coefficient is b. + 2S,     (i=l,   . . . ,   p),   where b. is the partial regression 
i -       b. i 

coefficient and S,     is the standard error of b.. If 95 percent con- 
b. i 

i 

fidence intervals around partial regression coefficients on comparable 

land characteristics do not overlap among areas,   it can be concluded 

that the  influence of corresponding land characteristics on property- 

prices differs significantly among variously influenced agricultural 

areas.    The types of agricultural areas to be analyzed are considered 

next. 

Selecting Types of Influenced Areas for Analysis 

Much of the concern over the apparent disparity between farm 

use value and current market value of land in Oregon,  as well as in 

other states,   is believed to result from nonagricultural demand for 

land in rural areas.    As a result of nonagricultural demand for land. 

Since b^ is determined from a sample of sales,  this estimate 
of P .  is subject to sampling error.    By forming the confidence interval 
b- + ZS^.,   the statement that the true value  (3.  lies  in this  interval can 
be made with 95 percent confidence,   i. e. ,   in less than one chance in 
twenty would the true value  |3 • lie outside this  interval. 
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sale prices are believed to exceed the agricultural income value of 

property in varying degrees in many rural areas.    Even in rural areas 

still generally considered agricultural,   the rate of return on the pur- 

chase price of property is often less than a prudent investor rate of 

return. It would therefore appear that prices of properties in some 

areas still considered agricultural are based on factors in addition to 

the level of anticipated net land income.    That is,  part of the purchase 

price of properties is attributable to intangible and nonagricultural 

18 
income considerations. The portion of the sale price to intangible 

and nonagricultural income considerations is believed to be particularly 

large in areas with strong nonagricultural influences.    Conversely, 

the rate of return on the purchase price of property in these areas 

would be expected to be low. 

One often-cited example of a prudent investor rate of return 
is the interest rate charged on farm real estate mortgages.    However, 
in a 1952 article Parcher pointed out that "at any given time,  and 
sometimes  in any given area,  there is not one but several interest 
rates  on mortgages. "   And,   "If the capitalization rate is tied,  basically, 
to the farm mortgage interest rate,   then the increase in interest rates 
during the past few years would suggest an increase in capitalization 
rate.    But this hardly seems justified.    As mentioned earlier,  the 
apparent rate acceptable to current buyers of land is considerably 
lower than current interest rates on mortgages" (23,   p.   28). 

18 
See (191  P-   247-257) for a well-presented discussion of intan- 

gible and nonincome features of land. 
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Classification and Differentiation of Areas 

Agricultural.    While nonagricultural pressure on land prices is 

relative in all areas,   land prices  in the most agriculturally-oriented 

areas are thought to be affected only minimally.    In these areas,  which 

will be referred to simply as agricultural areas,  the rate of return 

on the purchase price would be expected to be higher and the importance 

of income in explaining variation in sale price greater than would be 

expected for nonagricultural influenced areas,   i.e. ,   areas still 

typically categorized as agricultural but thought to be strongly influ- 

enced by nonagricultural considerations. 

Urban Influenced.   Perhaps the most apparent type of nonagri- 

culturally influenced agricultural area is the urban influenced agricul- 

tural area.    For the most part,  this type of influenced area is located 

in the outer portions of the rural-urban fringe surrounding population 

centers.    In these areas there is overlapping of agricultural and cur- 

rent or potential rural residential or commercial uses of land.    This 

can be shown graphically with the use of Venn diagrams as shown in 

Figure 5.(15). 

"Recreation" Influenced.   Another type of nonagricultural influ- 

enced area is the "recreation" influenced area.    Due to the many 

concepts of recreation held by present and prospective property owners, 

recreational use,  as used in this study,  will incorporate the traditional 
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outdoor recreational pursuits plus the "livability" aspects of land 

ownership in certain areas.    These include such characteristics as 

proximity to recreational sites off the property,   a "quality environ- 

ment, " and freedom from congestion.    In this type of area there would 

be overlapping of agricultural and recreational uses of land.    (See 

Figure 5).    Examples suggested by persons close to the land market 

in Oregon include areas near mountains and/or water (streams,   rivers, 

lakes,   ocean) suitable for both grazing and rural homes ites,  and areas 

further removed from population centers having appeal to buyers 

interested in weekend or vacation retreats.    But the infrequency of 

land transactions of more than a few acres in recreational influenced 

areas may preclude meaningful analysis of rural tract and farm sales 

in these areas. 

Urban-"Re creation" Influenced.   A third type of nonagricultural 

influenced area is a combination of the previous two.    It is the urban- 

"recreation" influenced agrioaltural area.    This type of area would be 

a subset of both urban and recreation influenced areas,   i. e. ,   some 

of the urban influenced areas situated in the rural-urban fringe would 

also be recreationally influenced.    There would therefore be overlap- 

ping of agricultural,  rural residential and recreational purposes of 

land ownership.    Accessibility to communities would be expected to be 

less important in this type of area than in the urban influenced area. 
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Figure 5.    A conceptualization of.the land market (privately owned) 
using Venn diagrams. 
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These three types of nonagricultural influenced areas,  together with 

basic agricultural production areas,   were the four types of areas 

considered for land sales analysis. 

Types of Areas Selected for Analysis 

While four types of areas were considered for real estate sales 

analysis,   only three types of areas were selected for analysis.    They 

were:    a basic agricultural production area,  an urban influenced agri- 

19 cultural area,   and an urban-"recreation" influenced agricultural area. 

These types of areas were selected after visiting with persons familiar 

with land values in Oregon (county assessors and appraisers,   county 

extension agents,   Oregon State Department of Revenue personnel, 

realtors,   independent farm real estate appraisers   and others).    The 

particular areas analyzed,  however,  were not selected until areas sug- 

gested for analysis were inspected,  and land sales and rental data 

available and/or confirmed in these areas were reviewed. 

Description of Areas Selected 

Dry Land Grain Area.    The basic agricultural production area 

selected encompassed the dry land grain portions of Sherman,  Gilliam 

19 
Discussions with persons familiar with land transactions in 

recreation influenced areas indicated that few sales of any size,   i. e. , 
over 20 acres,  had taken place in recent years in several areas con- 
sidered.    Therefore,  a recreation influenced agricultural area was 
not included as one of the types of areas analyzed. 
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and Morrow Counties.    (See Figure 6).    White wheat and barley are 

the primary crops grown in this grain-summer fallow area.    This 

three county study area comprised a substantial portion of the five 

county northcentral Oregon grain producing area described in a recent 

publication (14). 

The topography of the northcentral part of Oregon 
consists of rolling hills and gently sloping plateaus cut by 
deep canyons and ravines.     Many of the canyons and ravines 
have steep walls covered with loose shale and have little 
or no agricultural value.    Some cropland is adjacent to 
very steep,  hilly rangeland and/or is cut by canyons and 
ravines having substantial vegetation to serve as range 
for beef production. 

Approximately 60% of the farms in this study area 
have beef cow herds but there is no competition for use 
of cropland by livestock. 

Soils in the area are loessial with texture ranging 
from fine sand to loam and with soil depth ranging from 
7 inches to over 100 feet.    The soils are mostly Lithosols 
with some Reddish Chesnuts. 

Rainfall ranges from 7 to 35 inches with the average 
annual rainfall for the area being about 10 inches.    There 
is a tendency for rainfall to increase with altitude and for 
soil depth to decrease with altitude.    However,  these rela- 
tionships are not uniform,  and important exceptions can 
be noted. 

The normal frost-free period is  170 days. 

Yields are highly variable within the area.      The higher 
yields generally occur in areas of higher rainfall on deeper, 
finer-textured soils.    Yield variability within the region is 
related primarily to variability in the "effective" moisture 
supply which in turn is a function of rainfall,   soil depth 
and soil texture.    ( 14,   pp.   27-8). 

20 
In addition to Sherman,   Gilliam,  and Morrow Counties,  the 

contiguous five county area described included Wasco County on the 
west and Umatilla County on the east.    These counties produced nearly 
two-thirds of the wheat grown in Oregon in 1968 ( 22„ p.   1). 
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Figure 6.    Map of Oregon with study areas delineated. 
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The largest community within the confines of the three county 

area is Heppner, the county seat of Morrow County,   with a population 

of 1661 in I960.      The only other community in the study area with a 

I960 population exceeding 1,000 was Condon (population 1, 149),  the 

county seat of Gilliam County.    However,   larger communities were 

situated in adjoining counties,   i.e. ,   The Dalles (population 10,493) 

in Wasco County on the west and Pendleton (population 14, 434) in 

Umatilla County on the east.    (See Figure 6).    Both these communities, 

as well as four of these five principal dry grain producing counties 

lost population from i960 to 1970.    Over the ten year period,   1960- 

1970,  population decreased 23. 7 percent in Gilliam County,   12. 6 per- 

cent in Sherman County,  8. 3 percent in Morrow County,  and 0. 4 

percent in Wasco County.    Population increased 1.3 percent in 

Umatilla County.    Population increased 18. 2 percent for the State 

during this same period. 

Sales selected for analysis in this area were those whose income 

from dry land grain (wheat and barley sales,  and the value of govern- 

ment marketing certificates) accounted for at least 50 percent of the 

21 
value of the tract's production. This excluded basically grazing 

and irrigated tracts from consideration,   as well as some tracts with 

21 
Sales analyzed in each area had been verified by county 

appraisers or Oregon Department of Revenue field personnel,  and had 
been classified "farm" or "rural tract. " 
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combinations of dry tillable,   irrigated,  and grazing land. 

Census of Agriculture data for 1964 shown in Appendix A, 

indicate that farms in this area are large and primarily full-time 

operations (28).. 

Douglas County.   The urban-"recreation" influenced agricultural 

area selected was Douglas County,   located in southwestern Oregon. 

Douglas County is bordered on the west by the Pacific Ocean and on the 

east by the Umpqua National Forest.    (See Figure 6). 

The sample of sales analyzed in this area included rural proper- 

ties of at least 20 acres that were classified as farms or rural tracts 

by the Douglas County  assessor's office.    Sales with more than 25 

percent of the acreage classified as forest land by the  assessor's 

office were not included in the sample. 

Most of the farm or rural tract sales analyzed were located near 

paved roads in small valleys and flood-plains.    Nearly all were within 

commuting distance of Roseburg or other communities along Interstate 

5 offering employment and services.    Many sale properties could also 

be described as "view" properties due to the forest covered,  moun- 

tainous terrain prominent throughout the area.    Since Douglas County 

borders the Pacific Ocean,   it was surprising to observe that the 

closest sale in the sample to the   ocean was over 20 miles. 

Most of the small proportion of the land in the county classified 

as farms (16. 3 percent) is used for livestock grazing (primarily sheep) 
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and hay production.     Limited acreage is devoted to row crop and fruit 

and nut production."    Part-time and part-retirement farms are the 

major classifications of farms in the area.     (See Appendix A). 

Population in Douglas County increased only 4.8 percent from 

I960 to 1970.    However,  the population of Roseburg,  the largest town 

in and the county seat of Douglas County,   increased 26. 1 percent over 

the same period,   i. e. ,  from 11, 467 in I960 to 14, 461 in 1970 (30, 

p.   10).    Similar population increases were noted in Sutherlin and 

Myrtle Creek,  the next two largest towns located on Interstate 5. 

(See Figure 6).    A large proportion of those attracted to Douglas County 

during the past decade,  particularly during the last half of the decade, 

were believed to have moved from California.    While some moved to 

the area to retire immediately,  most found employment in either the 

county's  important timber industry or in the retail and service sectors 

of the county's economy. 

Marion County.    The urban influenced agricultural area selected 

was Marion County,  located in the populous and productive Willamette 

Valley approximately midway between Portland and Eugene.    The 

eastern one-third of the county is National Forest land.     (See Figure 

6). Topography in the western half of the county,   corresponding closely 

to the area west of the Willamette meridian,   is for the most part 

gently sloping to undulating.     Much of the land between the bottom and 

bench lands in the western ranges and the mountainous National Forest 
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land is moderately to steeply sloping hill land.    Land in this middle 

portion of the   county is used primarily for gfass seed production and 

livestock grazing.    However,  agriculture is extremely diverse through- 

out Marion County due to diversity in topography,   soils and producer 

preference.    After investigating crops grown on various soils  in 

Marion County,   James stated that "Within a limited area it is not 

unusual to find five or six soil series and 20 or 30 crops; within the 

area of a county there may be over 100 crops grown on a single soil 

series"  (12,  p.   45).    A partial listing of agricultural enterprises in the 

County includes fruits,   nuts,  hops,  mint,  numerous cannery crops, 

grass seed,   small grains,   poultry,  dairy,  and livestock (29). 

Population increased in Marion County by 25. 2 percent over the 

period 1960-70.    The increase in population in Salem,  the State 

Capitol and county seat,   was even more pronounced.    Population in- 

creased in Salem from 49, 142 in I960 to 68, 296 in 1970,  an increase 

of 39.0 percent.    All other incorporated towns of at least 1,000 popula- 

tion in the county in I960 also experienced large population increases 

from I960 to 1970:   Woodburn,   3,120 to 7,495; Silverton,   3.081 to 

4,301; and Stayton,  2, 108 to 3, 170  (30).    Strong demand for rural 

housing surrounding these centers reflects this rapid increase in 

population. 

Over one-third of the farms in the   county are either part-time or 

part-retirement.    While over 92 percent of the farm operators reside 
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on the farm they operate,   the majority work off their farm.    Nearly 42 

percent of the farms in Marion County had from 10 to 49 acres in 1964. 

An additional 12.9 percent had less than 10 acres.     (See Appendix A). 

The sample of sales analyzed in this area included rural proper- 

ties of at least ten acres classified as farms or rural tracts by the 

Marion County Assessor's office. 

Selecting Variables for Use in Model 

Criteria Used in Selecting Independent Variables 

Several criterion were used in selecting independent variables 

(land characteristics) for use in the multiple variable regression 

model to try>to explain variation in real estate price per acre in each 

area analyzed. 

Corresponding Data Available in Each Area.    The first criterion 

was selection of characteristics on which corresponding data would 

be available in each area.     Level of net real estate income per acre 

and miles to the nearest community of a specified minimum population 

are two property characteristics on which corresponding data is avail- 

able among areas.    Comparable data on variables such as specific 

crop yields per acre and percent tillable or tilled,  however,  may not 

be available or provide meaningful comparison among areas believed 

to be diversely influenced. 

Variable Important in One or More Areas.    The second criterion 
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was selection of variables believed to be important in influencing 

property prices in at least one area and,  at the same time,  meeting 

the first criterion.    Distances to paved roads and communities were 

assumed to be important in explaining variation in sale price per acre 

in the urban influenced area and corresponding data could be obtained 

(determined) in the other areas.     In the urba.n-"recreation"  influenced 

area,  the recreational or livability attributes of tracts were thought 

to be important in influencing land prices in the area.    However,   in- 

formation on the recreational or livability attributes of individual 

tracts was not available and determination of this information was 

beyond the scope of the research effort.    Consideration was given to 

using more easily determined proxy variables for these attributes, 

such as distance to water (river,   lake or ocean) or distance to a 

recreational site (river,   lake,   ocean,   ski slope,   state park,  etc.). 

Consideration was also given to using a composite index in evaluating 

the recreational or livability attributes of a tract,   including view, 

seclusion,   accessibility to recreational sites and communities,   etc. 

In the final analysis,  because of the nebulous nature of "recreational" 

or "liveability" attributes of property,   the decision was to not include 

a variable in the model to attempt to determine if the importance of 

these attributes differed among areas  in influencing land prices, 
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Low Correlation Among Independent Variables.    The third 

criterion used in selecting independent variables for the model was 

to select variables which were believed to be relatively independent 

of one another,   i. e. ,   the correlation between independent variables as 

measured by the simple correlation coefficients,   r,  was assumed to 

be low.    By closely screening variables included in the model,   prob- 

22 
lems of intercorrelation and multicollinearity      will be minimized 

and,   as a result,  the net regression coefficient values should be more 

reliable indications of the importance of the variables selected in 

23 
influencing real estate prices. 

Independent Variables Selected 

Several variables were considered for use in the regression 

model.    However,   only the six variables  listed below were selected. 

Each meets the criteria established for variable selection.    The six 

variables selected were also expected to include the most important 

variables influencing land prices  in each area for which data was 

22 
Multicollinearity is the extreme case of intercorrelation "in 

which two or more independent variables are so highly correlated 
that their separate effects upon the independent variable cannot be 
distinguished" ( 8 , p.   257) 

23 
". ..   .   increasing levels of intercorrelation are reflected in 

increasing standard errors of net regression coefficients--that is, 
high intercorrelation tends to mean lowered reliability for the individ- 
ual regression constants"  ( 8 ,  p.   257) 
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ascertainable.    The variables are listed and discussed in the order 

they appear in the model. 

Year of Sale (X.).    The year of sale variable was included in the 

model to estimate the average annual change in land prices per acre 

in each area,  and to determine if the change in land prices over the 

24 
1965-69 study period differed significantly among study areas. 

Sales occurring in the years  1965 through 1969 and confirmed by 

county appraisers or Oregon State Department of Revenue fieldmen 

were selected for analysis in each area.    The five-year period was 

believed to be long enough to provide an indication of the average annual 

change in land prices in each area but short enough to provide reason- 

able assurance that other information on characteristics of individual 

properties,  particularly net real estate income per acre,  would be 

ascertainable from real estate sales verification forms (See Appendices 

B and C),  and other county and county appraiser records which are 

maintained for only a limited number of years. 

In addition to the price trend indicated in the multiple regression 

model,   a price trend was estimated in each area using simple linear 

regression,   i. e. ,   sales price per acre was regressed on net landlord 

24 
A more direct method of estimating the change in land prices 

over time would be to analyze the differences in the purchase and sale 
prices of resale properties,   i.e. ,  properties purchased and later sold. 
However,  the infrequency of resales of properties unchanged in acreage, 
level of improvement,   etc. ,   limits the usefulness of this approach to 
estimating land price changes over time in most areas. 
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real estate income per acre.    This is illustrated in Figure 2.    The 

price trend estimated in each area (using either method) can be con- 

verted to an annual percentage rate by dividing the estimated dollar 

change in real estate value per acre (increase or decrease) by the 

25 
mean value of real estate per acre in each area. With the apparent 

increasing demand for land for other than strictly agricultural pro- 

duction purposes  in Marion and Douglas counties,   property prices 

would be expected to increase more rapidly in these areas than in the 

dry land grain area.    Hence,   capital gains resulting from land price 

appreciation may be the major source of income anticipated by many 

of those investing in agricultural properties in these and other non- 

agricultural influenced areas. 

Acres in Sale (X ).    Size of tract has long been considered an 

important variable in explaining variation in sale price per acre.    This 

variable is assumed to be especially important in nonagricultural 

influenced areas where the demand for smaller tracts for part-time 

and hobby farms,   rural residences,  and retirement and investment 

properties  is strong. 

Assessed Value of Buildings per Acre (X_).    Differences in building 

25 An estimated annual price increase of $20 on $600 land (mean 
value) would indicate a 3% annual rate of price increase at the mean. 
Note that the indicated annual rate of price increase would vary at 
different points along the linear regression line relating sale price per 
acre to year of sale,   i.e. ,   the more recent the year and,   consequently, 
the higher the land price,  the lower the indicated annual rate of price 
increase. 
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value per acre (dwelling and outbuildings) may account for much of the 

variation in real estate prices per acre in some areas.     Its  importance 

would likely be greatest in the urban influenced area where building 

value is expected to account for a larger percentage of the real estate 

value than in other type areas.    Consideration was given to deducting 

the assessed value of buildings from the sale price of improved proper- 

ties to determine (estimate) the price paid for land only.    This action, 

however,  would have precluded analysis of the intercorrelation between 

building value per acre and the other variables in the model.    Exclud- 

ing the variable would have precluded comparison of the market value 

of buildings as indicated by the market and the assessed value of 

buildings.    And since net real estate income was one of the variables 

(X,) considerable extra effort would have also been required in deduct- 
o _ 

ing real estate taxes attributable to buildings to obtain an estimate of 

net land income. 

Miles to Nearest Paved Road (X.).    Distance to a paved road is 

expected to be a relatively important variable in the urban influenced 

area,   even though the area may be well served by paved roads.    The 

variable   is   not expected to be very important in the dry land grain 

area where the bulk of farming operations take place during the drier 

seasons of the year and a large proportion of the purchases are unim- 

proved properties being added to an existing operation. 
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Miles to Nearest Town of la): Least 1,000 Population :(Xc;). 

Distance to communities is generally believed to be an important 

variable in explaining variation in real estate price per acre in rural 

areas. 

In agricultural production areas distance to communities influence 

cost of production and,  hence,  net land income as factor and product 

markets are generally associated with communities.    The further 

removed properties are from markets,  the greater the cost of trans- 

porting both factors from markets to farms and products from farms 

to markets.    The lower level of return to properties further removed 

from markets is expected to be reflected in lower property prices, 

ceteris paribus. 

Depending in large measure on their size,   communities provide 

farm and rural nonfarm residents with other services and sources of 

employment.    The result of these additional incentives to locate nearer 

communities is likely to be even higher prices paid for properties 

situated near communities.    Prospects for increasing intensity of land 

use in the rural-urban fringe and higher land prices have likely in- 

fluenced decisions of nonfarmers to invest in land and hence prices paid 

for property in agricultural areas.    All these factors would cause the 

price of land nearer communities to be bid up relative to more out- 

lying property. 

Selection of the minimum size community providing markets, 
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services,  and off-farm employment was arbitrary.    The minimum 

population in I960 of 1,000 was selected,   however,   in consideration 

of the population of the dominant centers in two of the three counties 

in the dry land grain study area,   i.e. ,   Condon in Gilliam County, 

population 1, 149,  and Heppner in Morrow County,  population 1,661. 

Landlord net real estate income per acre (X,).     The final vari- 

able included in the model used in each area was landlord net real 

estate income per acre.    Because of the availability of crop share or 

cash rental information in each area,   estimated net real estate income 

for each tract was based on constructed landlord income and expense 

figures.    This method of determining net land income is much less 

time consuming than the owner-operator method and is "usually pre- 

ferred because the expense deductions on the owner-operator basis 

are so difficult to estimate. " (19,  P-   155)     Based on rental information 

and discussions with persons close to the land market in each area, 

buildings were assumed to contribute to landlord gross income in 

Marion and Douglas counties but not in the dry land grain area. 

Obtaining the Data and Its Measurement 

Dependent Variable Data 

Data on the dependent variable,   individual real estate sale price 

per acre,  was obtained from real estate sales verification forms in all 
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study areas.    (See Appendices B and C).    Information obtained by 

county appraisers and State Department of Revenue field men in the 

course of verifying individual sales were recorded on these forms. 

They are,  thus, a convenient source of verified real estate sales in- 

formation.    In addition to the purchase price net to real estate (land 

and buildings minus personal property such as machinery and live- 

stock),   other information is supplied on the forms.    Also incladed is 

complete information on three property characteristics selected as 

independent variables and partial information on the other three.    The 

partial information included legal descriptions for determining the 

distance to the nearest paved road and the nearest town of at least 

1,000 population,  and land class breakdowns by acres for determining 

gross land income. 

It was originally intended that a random sample from the popula- 

tion of each area's verified sales occurring during the period 1965- 

1969 that met specified criteria would be analyzed.     A sample of 

26 
approximately 120 sales was to be drawn from each area.        However, 

the number of sales that occurred during this period which were veri- 

fied,   met the criteria established in each area for inclusion in the 

sample,   and had adequate information recorded on the verification 

sheets to determine the value of the six property characteristics was 

26 
The sample size was based on 20 observations for each of the 

six independent variables. 
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less than the intended sample size in each area.    Therefore,   all sales 

meeting the above criteria in each area were included in the sample 

and analyzed.    During the data gathering stage,   however,   additional 

sales were verified in each area.    These were included in the sample. 

Independent Variables Data 

Complete or partial information on all six independent variables 

was obtained from sales verification sheets in each county covered 

by the study.    And,   with the exception of the landlord net real estate 

income per acre variable,   data supplied on these sheets was adequate 

to determine a measurement of selected characteristics of individual 

sales. 

Year of Sale (X  ).    The date of the sale as stipulated in the 

contract,   implied by the recording date,   or stated by one of the 

parties to the transaction was included on the sale verification 

sheet for each property.    Obtaining and recording the year of sale 

for each property analyzed was,   therefore,   fairly straight forward. 

The possibility exists that the year of recording may have been one 

or more years after the actual sale date in some cases.    However, 

the number would likely be small due to the efforts made in verifying 

sales.    Only properties verified as having been sold during the period 
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1965 through 1969 were considered for analysis.    In analyzing the 

data the year 1965 was coded 5,   1966 was coded 6,   etc. 

Acres in Sale (X  ).    The number of acres sold in each trans- 

action was indicated on each verification sheet.    For analytical 

purposes,   the number of acres was rounded to the nearest whole 

acre. 

Assessed Value of Buildings Per Acre (X  ).    The assessed 

value of buildings (dwelling and outbuildings) per acre,   if any,   was 

also indicated on the sales verification sheets.    Since buildings rarely 

sell separately from land in agricultural areas it is difficult to 

establish a market value for buildings.    The assessed value of 

27 
buildings,   based on depreciated replacement cost,        however,   was 

the most objectively determined value of buildings available.    For 

that reason,   the assessed value of buildings in the year of the sale was 

used as the contribution made by buildings to total real estate sale 

28 
price. No extra value was assumed for the homesite. 

27 
Depreciated replacement cost is defined as the replacement 

cost minus "depreciation [which is] made up of two factors,   physical 
deterioration and obsolescence. " (19,   p.   211) 

28 
Property in Oregon was assessed at 25 percent of market 

value through 1967 and 100 percent in subsequent years.    Therefore, 
the assessed value of buildings for the years 1965 through 1967 
was multiplied  by four to obtain the full market value of buildings. 
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Miles to Nearest Paved Road (X  ).    Using the legal descriptions 

given on verification sheets,   each tract was plotted on county maps 

prepared by the Oregon State Highway Department.    The scale was 

approximately one-half inch to the mile.     Distance was measured from 

the nearest paved road,   irrespective of type,   to the closest property 

boundary via nonpaved roads. 

Miles to Nearest Town of at Least 1, 000 Population (X  ).    The 

distance from the property to the nearest town of at least 1, 000 popu- 

lation was measured from the closest boundary of the property to the 

city limits via roads for all towns except Salem and Roseburg.    Since 

the city limits of these two towns extended beyond the commercial 

center (approximately one mile),   distance was measured from the 

property limits to the commercial section of these towns to reflect 

the distance to most services and markets. 

Landlord Net Real Estate Income Per Acre (X/).    The variable       6 

of most interest and the one most difficult to measure was landlord 

net real estate income per acre.    Some of the basic data needed to 

determine the value of this variable was supplied on the sales verifica- 

tion sheets.    Data on the sheets included land class breakdown by acres 

(necessary in estimating gross land income once rental rates were 

obtained or determined) and assessed value of buildings (necessary 

in estimating building income,   if applicable in a particular area,   and 
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building expenses,   including upkeep,   depreciation and insurance). 

However,   to estimate landlord real estate income for individual 

properties in the three study areas,   considerably more data was 

required,   particularly economic data,   than was furnished on the 

verification sheets.    And while the general format used in deter- 

mining landlord net real estate inconae per acre was the sanae in 

each area,   the types of income and expense data required and the 

techniques used in analyzing the data varied among areas. 

The general format used in each area to estimate landlord net 

real estate income for each property involved determination of both 

expected landlord gross real estate income (land income and building 

income,   if applicable) and expected landlord real estate expenses. 

That is,   each property was assumed to have been purchased as an 

investment and leased to a tenant to determine net real estate income. 

As previously mentioned,   the landlord method of determining net 

real estate income was used because it is less time consuming and 

requires fewer subjective decisions relative to expense deductions 

than the owner-operator method.    Expected income and expense 

figures were based on recent income and expense figures applicable 

to each property. 

The varied and involved processes required in each area to ap- 
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proximate landlord gross real estate income and landlord expenses 

for individual properties are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 

III. 
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III.    REAL ESTATE RENTAL DATA 

Need for Real Estate Rental Data 

Typical real estate rental data for each area was used to repre- 

sent the level of gross real estate income that could be expected from 

individual sale properties analyzed.    Deducting landlord expenses gave 

net real estate income.    Inforrr\ation on the estimated level of net real 

estate income that could be generated by each property was needed for 

two primary reasons.    One was to estimate the mean rate of return 

on the purchase pri^e of properties in each area analyzed.    This infor- 

mation was necessary to investigate whether a disparity existed be- 

tween farm use and current market values of land in any or all of the 

three study areas.      The other was to determine the importance of net 

real estate income in influencing real estate price per acre within each 

area.     In turn,   this information was required to determine whether the 

importance of net real estate income per acre varied significantly 

among areas  in influencing farm real estate prices. 

To simplify net real estate income estimation for each property, 

it was assumed that all sale properties were to be owned and leased 

29 
out by landlords. Income and expense data was averaged for a three 

29 For owner-operated properties it could be assumed that the 
owner leased the property to himself as a typical operator .    This is a 
widely used and accepted appraisal technique. 
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year period -- the year of the sale and the prior two years  --to esti- 

mate the level of expected landlord net real estate income for each 

property. 

Sources and Types of Rental Data by Area 

Land rental data collected by county appraisers was the primary 

source of land rental information in all three study areas.    Collection 

of this data has been required by law since 1968 and is used to deter- 

mine the farm use value of properties qualifying for special assess- 

ment. 

Dry Land Grain Area 

Nearly all of the cultivated land leased in the dry land grain area 

is leased on a crop share basis.    The terms of the rental arrangements 

vary to a degree over time and among properties.    But over the study 

period 1965-69,  the prevailing rental terms called for the landlord 

to receive one-third of the grain produced (wheat and barley),   one 

third of the value of the marketing certificates,  and all the grazing 

rental income,   if any,  from nontillable land.    Since building value 

(dwelling,   outbuildings and granaries) is modest in relation to land 

value for most properties in the grain area and little opportunity exists 

to rent buildings separately from the land,  they are customarily in- 

cluded in the one-third crop share.    Consequently,  no building income 
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was assumed for dry land grain area properties. 

To determine the gross value of the landlord's expected crop 

share and,   after deducting expenses customarily borne by landlords 

in the area,   landlord net real estate income,   several types of data were 

obtained from several sources.    (See Appendix D for the form developed 

for use in determining the level of expected landlord net real estate 

income for grain area sale properties. ) 

Land Use Data.    Land use data was gathered for each sale 

property from county assessors' and county Agricultural Stabilization 

and Conservation (ASC) records in Sherman,  Gilliam and Morrow 

Counties  -- the three counties comprising the dry land grain study 

area.    Assessors' records separated the total acres for each sale 

property into tillable and nontillable acres.    Wheat allotment and re- 

quired diversion information obtained from county ASC records for in- 

dividual properties made it possible to segregate the tillable land into 

four categories.    These included summer fallow land (assumed to be 

50 percent of the tillable acres), land having a wheat allotment and 

assumed to be planted to wheat,   land required for diversion,   and land 

planted to barley. 

Grain Yield Data.   Wheat and barley yield data for individual sale 

properties was obtained from county ASC records. 

Grain Prices and Certificate Values.   Wheat and barley price 

information was obtained from published reports  (34, 41 ).     Certificate 
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value and price support data,   including the percent of the normal 

production covered and the value per bushel of the normal production 

covered by certificates,   was obtained from Wheat Situation reports 

for selected years ( 40 ),  from a recent ASCS Commodity Fact Sheet 

(33). 

Landlord Expenses.    Landlord expenses included real estate 

taxes,   building expenses,  an allowance for management,  a share of 

the fertilizer cost,  and fence repair for tracts at least 320 acres non- 

tillable.    Real estate tax information was obtained from county records 

for each property.    The other expenses were estimated from informa- 

tion supplied by informed persons in the area. 

Douglas County 

Agricultural property rental information gathered and analyzed 

by Douglas County appraisers indicated that cash leasing was by far 

the most prevalent leasing arrangement in the County.    A small per- 

centage of the leases involved crop sharing,  but this was generally 

limited to nonirrigated grain land,  which was an unimportant crop in 

the county. 

Leases with complete information on the annual lease rate,  the 

value of non-land items included in the lease,  and a breakdown of land 

classes by acres were analyzed further to determine the prevailing 

rental rates on various classes or categories of land. 
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Results from the analysis of the 39 rentals selected were used to 

estimate the expected gross landlord real estate income (land and 

buildings) for the sale properties selected.     Real estate taxes and 

estimated building and management expenses were deducted from the 

estimated gross landlord income to obtain landlord net real estate 

income.     (See Appendix G). 

Because of the increased demand for rural living in this area, 

buildings generally enhanced the rental income from farms and rural 

tracts.    Analysis of the 39 rentals and discussions with persons close 

to the land market in Douglas County indicated that the annual gross 

building income would approximate five percent of assessed value of 

buildings. 

Marion County 

Information was gathered on over 220 recent land rentals by 

Marion County appraisers.     (See Appendix I).    Approximately 90 per- 

cent (196 of 221) of the rentals indicated cash rent.    The remaining 

10 percent indicated either crop share or a combination of cash and 

crop share rent.    Stratified on an irrigated-nonirrigated basis,   95 

percent (121 of 127) of the irrigated rentals were for cash compared 

to 80 percent (75 of 94) of the nonirrigated rentals.    However,   sufficient 

data was available to establish cash rentals rates for both irrigated 

and nonirrigated land classes.     (See Appendix J). 
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Continued population increases and increased demand for rural 

living in the county has resulted in a strong demand for rural housing 

throughout the county. Since rural housing rental data was not avail- 

able for analysis and was not collected, building rental rates were 

estimated after discussions with persons close to the rural land mar- 

ket in Marion County.    Annual gross building income was estimated to 

30 
be 10 percent of the assessed value of buildings. 

Analysis and Utilization of Rental Data by Area 

Basic rental data gathered by county appraisers was available 

in all study areas.    However,   this data was subjected to further analy- 

sis before it was utilized in estimating the expected level of gross 

landlord income for individual sale properties. 

The method used in analyzing the available rental data varied 

among areas since the type of rental data available varied among areas. 

Dry Land Grain Area 

Much of the rental data collected by county appraisers in the 

grain area was collected while verifying sales.    This was possible 

since approximately one-third of the sale properties were leased out 

by retired and/or absentee landlords immediately prior to sale in this 

30 
The assessed value of buildings figure includes dwelling and 

outbuilding values. 
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area.    Nearly all the leases were  crop share leases and involved the 

fairly standard one-third share arrangement previously described. 

It was therefore important to obtain reliable crop yield and land use 

data. 

In estimating the expected level of gross  landlord income for 

individual sale properties in the grain area,   data on rental arrange- 

ments obtained by county appraisers was supplemented by ASC yield 

and allotment data.    Other sources of yield data were available in one 

or more of the three counties in the grain area.    They included es- 

timated average yields on various categories of land based on classifi- 

cations established by the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and County 

Boards of Equalization.    But ASC yield data,  having been comparably 

determined and available in each county in the study area,  was selected 

for use in estimating expected gross landlord income for each sale 

property analyzed.    ASC allotment data was used to calculate the 

proportion of the tillable land planted to wheat,  planted to barley,   or 

set aside for diversion each year (see Appendix B).    Fifty percent of 

the dry tillable land was assumed to be summer fallowed each year. 

Grazing income of $0. 50 per acre was included if there were at least 

320 acres nontillable in the tract sold. 

The analysis of rental data in this area focused on determining 

if lease terms varied with increasing productivity or increasing value 

of improvements.    No consistent pattern was detected.    Therefore, 
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terms of the one-third crop share lease previously described were 

applied to all sale properties.    Using these rental terms and ASC 

yield and allotment data for each property,  the expected level of gross 

landlord income for each property was solved for directly.     (See 

Appendix D). 

A three year simple average of all components of gross land in- 

come (wheat and barley acres,  yields,  prices and certificate values) 

and real estate taxes was used to average out variation in these fac- 

tors.    This was also done in the belief that annual net land income 

averaged over the year of purchase and prior two years would be the 

best estimate of the level of future annual income payments to land. 

Douglas County 

Information on nearly 100 recent land rentals was collected by 

Douglas County rural appraisers.      This  rental information required 

additional analysis, however,  before it was used to estimate the ex- 

pected level of gross and net land income for sale properties selected 

for analysis. 

To determine the prevailing gross land rent per acre for each 

class of land in the rentals,   39 rentals were selected for further 

analysis.     (See Appendix E).    Rentals selected were limited to those 

between informed parties that also included a breakdown of the number 

of acres of each class of land rented and sufficient information to 
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31 
determine gross land rent for each rental. Rental rates determined 

from this sample of rentals were then used to estimate the level of 

expected gross land income for Douglas County sale properties se- 

lected for analysis. 

Consideration was given to ascertaining the prevailing per acre 

gross land rental rate directly from the rentals using multiple re- 

gression analysis.    Each land class would be an independent variable 

and gross land rent would be the dependent variable.    But due to the 

large number of land classes in the county (29) in relation to the num- 

ber of rentals suitable for analysis (39),  this direct approach to de- 

termining the prevailing rental rate for each class of land was dismissed 

in favor of an alternative approach. 

The alternative approach makes use of physical production data 

developed by the Douglas County rural appraisal staff for each class of 

32 
land. The production data available indicated the feed producing 

capability of each class of land,  measured in tons of dry feed produced 

annually per acre.    (See Appendix F. )   By multiplying tons per acre by 

the conversion factor 2.25 animal unit months of carrying capacity per 

31 
Gross land rent is defined as gross rent minus rent attributable 

to non-land resources included in the lease.    Non-land resources include 
dwellings,   outbuildings,   irrigation equipment and machinery. 

32 
The productivity data was developed primarily by Summerfield 

Haaf, Chief Rural Appraiser in the Douglas County assessor's office. 
Use of the data had been limited to analysis of sales.    However,   this 
production data was adaptable for use in analyzing rentals. 
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ton of feed,   the measure of productivity was converted to AUM1 s of 

33 
feed produced per acre. The range of productivity varied from 

15. 75 AUM's per acre on the most productive irrigated land (Tl) to 

0. 45 AUM's per acre on the least productive grazing land (N3).    The 

39 land rentals were then analyzed to determine the prevailing land 

rental cost per AUM of feed,   or more specifically,  feed producing 

capacity.     Once this information was ascertained,  the estimated gross 

land rent per acre of each land class was determined by multiplying 

AUM's per acre times rental cost per AUM produced on various cate- 

gories of land.    (See Appendix G). 

Addition of annual gross building income,  assumed to be five 

percent of the assessed value of buildings,  provided an estimate of 

expected landlord gross real estate income for individual sale proper- 

ties.    Expenses customarily borne by landlords in the area,   i.e. , 

real estate taxes,  building expenses,  and an allowance for manage- 

ment,   were deducted from gross real estate income.    The result was 

an estimate of the expected landlord net real estate income for each 

sale property. 

Marion County 

The typical cash rent per acre for each classification of land had 

33 
In establishing a conversion rate for dry feed, the Douglas 

County assessor's office relied heavily on studies of the nutritional 
value of alfalfa and native hay reported by Morrison (18,  pp.   1000- 
1069). 
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been determined by the Marion County Assessor.    These rates were 

derived from analysis of numerous recent land rentals by Marion 

County rural appraisers.    The schedule of rents is shown in Append be 

J.    Before these rental rates were used in this study to determine ex- 

pected gross land income for individual sale properties,  however,  the 

rental data was subjected to analysis.    Of the 221 recent rentals on 

which some information had been gathered,   121 had complete data on 

acreage breakdown by land class,  total gross rent,  and the value of 

non-land items included in the rent.    The primary non-land items 

furnished by the landlord were irrigation equipment,   including pumps, 

34 
mainlines,   laterals and sprinklers. Sixty-one of the 79 irrigated 

rentals with acreage in the West Range,  and 25 of the 39 dry rentals, 

included only the top three classes of bottomland and benchland,   i.e. , 

35 
I,   II,  and III,  A and B. These two land class groupings included 

nearly 80 percent of the acres rented in the 121 rentals,   i.e. ,   5,890 

of 7,449 acres.     (See Appendix I).     Rental rates determined from 

analysis of these two land class groupings closely approximated rates 

34 
The typical allowance for irrigation equipment totally furnished 

by the landlord was $10 per irrigated acre.     (See Appendix I). 
35 The Marion County land classification system was patterned 

after the Soil Conservation Service land classification system where 
only the top four classes are tillable.    The classes are further strati- 
fied into bottomland (A),  benchland (B) and hill land (H). 
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36 
established by the Marion County assessor's office. 

An attempt to use regression analysis to determine the prevail- 

ing rental rates on the other 11  land class groupings met with con- 

siderably less success.    This was due to the remaining 35 rentals 

containing acreage in 11 of the 13 different land class groupings. 

Since the rental rates indicated-by regression analysis were very 

similar to those established by the Marion County assessor's office 

for the two land class groupings satisfactorily analyzed with regres- 

sion analysis,  the rental rates established by the Marion County 

assessor's office were accepted as accurate estimates of the rental 

rates for all land class groupings.    Rental rates established by the 

Marion County assessor's office were therefore used to determine 

the expected level of gross land income for individual sale properties 

analyzed in Marion County. 

Estimated annual gross building income,  assumed to be 10 per- 

cent of the assessed value of buildings,  was added to the gross land 

income figure to obtain an estimate of expected landlord gross real 

estate income for individual sale properties.    Expenses customarily 

borne by landlords in this area,   i.e. ,   real estate taxes,  building 

36 ' 
Regressing gross land rent on acres in the land class grouping 

"I,   II and III,  A and B,   irrigated" indicated that the rent on an addi- 
tional acre would be $44. 90 + 1.51.    The indicated rate on an additional 
acre of land class grouping "I,   II,   and III,  A and B,  dry" was  $24.24 
+ 1.05.    Forcing the regression line through the origin resulted in 
indicated rental rates of $41. 33 and $22. 39 per acre,   respectively. 
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expenses,  and an allowance for management,  were deducted from this 

figure to obtain an estimate of expected landlord net real estate in- 

come for each sale property. 
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IV.    ANALYSIS OF REAL ESTATE SALES DATA 
AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

After sale price per acre and the value of the six independent 

variables (real estate characteristics) was determined for each sale 

in an area,  the sales data was subjected to statistical analysis.    Mul- 

tiple linear regression analysis was the primary statistical technique 

used.    The six independent variable model discussed in Chapter II was 

used in each area.     Simple linear regression analysis was also utilized 

to analyze the relationship between sale price per acre and each inde- 

pendent variable individually for sales in each area.    Both statistical 

techniques were used to compare the influence of real estate character- 

istics on sale price per acre in each area.    Considerable variation was 

shown to exist in sales data -- both among and within areas  -- with 

both statistical techniques. 

Mean Value of Sale Prices and Real Estate Characteristics by Area 

In addition to providing other valuable  information,  the multiple 

regression routine used solved for the mean value of prices and real 

estate characteristics in each area.    As expected,  the mean value of 

the dependent variable (real estate sale price per acre) and corres- 

ponding independent variables  (acres in sale,  miles to nearest paved 

road,   etc.) varied considerably among areas.    These values are 

shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2.    Mean Value of Sale Price Per Acre and Real Estate 
Characteristics by Area. 

Sale Price per Acre or  
Real Estate Characteristic Grain Douglas Co. Marion Co. 

Y    (real estate sale price,   $/ac. , 105.69 237.32 654.80 
land and buildings) (41.34)a      (213.75) (370.44) 

X    (year of sale,   1965 = 5,..., 6.59 6.60 7.07 
1969 = 9) (1.45) (1.33) (1.06) 

X    (acres in sale) 846.08 343.61 51.50 
(907.86) (595.77) (55.41) 

X    (assessed value of 2.09 36.23 127.76 
buildings,   $/ac.) (4.31) (52.74) (173.57) 

X    (miles to nearest 2.02 0.82 0.23 
paved road) (2.22) (1.43) (0.37) 

X    (miles to nearest town 21.91 7.93 5.89 
_> 1,000 population) (16.20) (5.55) (2.74) 

X,   (landlord net real estate 4.52 2.33 18.31 
income,   $/ac. ) (1.70) (2.47) (12.15) 

3. 
Numbers  in parentheses are standard deviations  of the means. 
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This data indicated that sale price per acre was lowest in the 

dry land grain area.    The $105. 69 per acre simple average of the 74 

sale prices per acre was less than half the per acre value of sales 

in urban-recreation influenced Douglas County ($237.32),  and less 

than one-sixth the per acre value of sales in urban influenced Marion 

County ($65 4. 80).    Sales  in the grain area were,   on the average, 

larger,   less well improved,  and further from paved roads and towns 

of at least 1,000 population than sales  in the other study areas.    On 

the other hand,  sales in Marion County were,   on the average,   smaller, 

better improved,   closer to paved roads and towns of at least 1,000 

population,  and had a larger net real estate income per acre than 

sales in the other areas.    Except for net real estate income per acre, 

the mean values of all real estate characteristics for the Douglas 

County sales were between those of the grain area and Marion County. 

Net real estate income per acre for the Douglas County sales was only 

$2. 33 per acre.    Compared to the mean sale (purchase) price of 

$237. 32 per acre,  this is only a 1.0 percent annual return on the 

purchase price.    This compares with a 4.3 and 2.8 percent annual 

return on grain area and Marion County sales,   respectively. 

The mean value of the variable "year of sale," included to in- 

vestigate the importance of time in influencing sale price per acre, 

indicated that the year of sale of tracts in all areas averaged near the 

midpoint of the 1965-69 study period,   i.e.,   1967. 
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Variation of Sale Price Per Acre and Real Estate 
—   i—  -, i. ■-   i        — —   n.-. ■*. . i. .■■■ .,      II-.■ ■ .1 »■      ■ 

Characteristics by Area 

It was observed that the mean sale price per acre and the mean 

value of corresponding real estate characteristics differed among 

areas.     However,  because property prices and property character- 

istic values varied within areas,  the mean values were subject to 

variation.    A measure of the variation in these values for each area's 

37 
sample of sales is given by the sample standard deviation. The 

sample standard deviation for each variable is shown in parenthesis. 

under its mean value in Table 2.    If the observations (values of the 

variable) for the sample of sales were normally distributed around 

its mean (y), the interval one standard deviation above to one standard 

deviation below the sample mean (y + s) would include approximately 

68 percent of the observations (16,   p.  20).    Note,  however,  that the 

distribution of observations for the following variables are skewed to 

the right in all three areas:   acres in sale,   assessed value of buildings 

per acre,  and miles to nearest paved road. 

37 
The sample standard deviation (s) is merely the square root 

of the sample variance (s^),  where 

n 
S 2 

2       i=l   (yi  - y) 
B 7 (16,  p.   74). 

n-1 
It is thus a measure of the dispersion of the distribution (8 ,   p.   47). 
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Simple Regression Coefficient Values and Levels 
of Significance by Area 

Comparing the average (mean) property price with the average 

value of each property characteristic provides some basis for ascer- 

taining the varying importance of selected property characteristics 

among areas in influencing price.    But with knowledge of mean values 

only,   statements concerning the possible correlation between the 

value of any property characteristic and sale price per acre are 

merely conjectures.    Since individual property data was used in esti- 

mating mean values,  however,   it was possible to determine the corre- 

lation between each of the six property characteristics and sale price 

per acre.    The linear regression model y = b    + b.x,   i = 1, . . . ,   6, 

was used to estimate the value of the true intercept or constant value 

(P   ) and the true simple regression coefficient or slope of the linear 

regression line ((3.) for individual property characteristics in each 

area.    The value of the simple regression coefficient indicates the 

impact on the dependent variable value (real estate sale price per 

acre) of a unit change in the value of an independent variable (property 

characteristic).    Table 3 shows the value of the simple regression 

coefficients for the six variables in the three study areas.     (Also see 

the scatter diagrams with simple linear regression equations in 

Appendix L). 

These values indicate that the quantitative importance of 
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Table 3.    Simple Regression Coefficients,  Standard Errors of Simple 
Regression Coefficients,   and Coefficient of Determination 
Values,  by Areas. 

Area 

Real Estate Characteristic Grain Douglas Co. Marion C 

-3.02 33.9 2** 79.01* 
(3.34)     . (13.07) (31.61) 

1.13 4.47 5.07 

-0.0 20** -0.10** -1.88** 
(0.005) (0.03) (0.59) 

19.55 7.07 7.91 

0.55 2.68** 1.41** 
(1.13) (0.25) (0.15) 

0.33 43.61 43.39 

-0.47 6.78 -139. 23 
(2. 20) (12.46) (9 2.46) 

0.06 0. 20 1.90 

0.89** -0.61 -9.66 
(0.28) (3.21) (12.46) 

12.06 0.03 0.51 

19.33** 56.68** 10. 29** 
(1.75) (5.44) (2.65) 

62.84 42.95 11.40 

X    (year of sale,   1965-69) 

r     (percent) 

X_ (acres in sale) 

2 , r     (percent) 

X    (assessed value of buildings, 
$/ac.) 

2 
r     (percent) 

X,  (miles to nearest 
4 

paved road) 
2 

r     (percent) 

X    (miles to nearest town 
_> 1,000 population) 

2 
r     (percent) 

X.   (landlord net real 
estate income,   $/ac. ) 

r    (percent) 

*     Statistically different from zero at 5 percent level of probability. 

**  Statistically different from zero at IV percent level of probability. 
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corresponding regression coefficients vary considerably among areas. 

However,  the sales reported in this study are- only a sample of a larger 

population of sales in each area.    And the regression coefficient (b) 

or slope of the linear line of best fit through the observations is only 

an estimate of the true population coefficient (p).    The simple linear 

regression program solves for the standard error of the coefficient, 

S   ,  which is shown in parenthesis under each coefficient value.    With 

these values confidence intervals can be placed around the coefficient 

value to determine if the slope of the regression line is significantly 

different from zero.    That is,   if the confidence interval includes zero, 

the hypothesis that the true slope of the regression line is equal to 

zero is not rejected.    Conversely,   if the confidence interval does not 

include zero,  the null hypothesis,   (3=0,   is rejected and it is con- 

cluded that a significant relationship exists between a given independent 

variable and sale price per acre. 

Variables displaying a significant association with sale price 

(significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level) are denoted 

by single asterisks in Table 3.    Variables displaying a highly signifi- 

cant association with sale price (significantly different from zero at 

the 1  percent level) are denoted by double asterisks.    All other vari- 

ables are not significantly different from zero,  even at the 10 percent 

level. 
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Coefficient of Determination Values by Area 

38 
Coefficient of determination values are presented in Table 3. 

2 
These r    values indicate the percent of the variation in sale price 

2 
per acre "explained" by each property characteristic.    The r    values 

range from a high of 6 2.84 percent to a low of 0.06 percent.    That is, 

variation in landlord net real estate income per acre (X,) explained 

nearly 63 percent of the variation in sale price per acre for the 

sample of sales analyzed in the grain area,  but miles to the nearest 

paved road (X  ) in the same area explained less than one percent of 

the variation in sale price per acre.    Assessed value of buildings per 

acre (X  ) explained over 43 percent of the variation in sale price per 

acre in both Douglas and Marion County,  but this variable explained 

less than one percent of the variation in sale price per acre in the 

grain area. 

The coefficient value on the income variable (X.) in Marion 

County was significantly different from zero at the one percent level, 

but this  variable explained only 11.4 percent of the variation in sale 

price per acre.    The coefficient value on the year of sale variable 

(X^,  also in Marion County,  was significantly different from zero at 

the five percent level but explained only slightly over five percent of 

38 2 
The coefficient of determination value (r ) for each indepen- 

dent variable is also shown on scatter diagrams in Appendix L along 
with other related measurements. 
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the variation in sale price per acre.    These examples should serve 

to dispel the notion that significant "variables" necessarily explain 

a large percent of the variation in the dependent variable. 

Relationship Between Property Characteristics and 
Sale Price Ber Acre Within Areas 

In all three study areas the linear relationship between acres 

in sale  (X  ) and sale price per acre,  and landlord net real estate 

income per acre (X.) and sale price per acre was highly significant, o 

i. e. ,  the slope of each linear regression line was significantly dif- 

fere.nt:from zero at the 1 percent level.    Figures in Table 3 relate 

that a one acre increase in tract size above the mean would result in 

a per acre decrease in sale price of $0.0 2 in the grain area,   $0. 10 

in Douglas County, and $1.88 in Marion County.    An increase in land- 

lord net real estate income per acre of $1.00 would result in an in- 

crease in sale price per acre of $19. 33 in the grain area,   $56.6-8 in 

39 Douglas County and $10. 29 in Marion County. 

39 Total sale price (Y) was regressed on total landlord net real 
estate income (X) in each area.    Simple coefficient values from the 
simple linear regression model used in each area,  Y = b    + biX, 
indicated that a $1.00 increase in net real estate income would result 
in a property price increase of $20.84 in the grain area,   $60. 69 in 
Douglas County and $22. 78 in Marion County.    This model explained 
88.0 percent of the variation in total sale price in the grain area, 
69. 6 percent in Douglas County,  and 64. 2 percent in Marion County. 
(See scatter diagrams X'a,  X',a,  and X^"a in Appendix L). 
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The affect of time also varied in importance in explaining varia- 

tion in sale price per acre among areas.    The $-3.0 2 coefficient for 

the year of sale variable (X  ) in the grain area implied that the more 

recent the sale the lower its sale price per acre.    Because of the large 

standard error of this value,  however,  the slope of the regression 

line was not significantly different from zero at even the 10 percent 

level.    The time variable was a highly significant variable in Douglas 

County -- enhancing sale price per acre $33. 92 for each year more 

recent the sale -- and was a significant variable in Marion County -- 

adding $79.01 per acre for each year more recent the sale.    Com- 

pared to the mean selling price of property in each area, the indi- 

cated annual rate of price change at the mean was - 2. 9 percent in the 

grain area ($-3.0 2 j $105.69),   14.3 percent in urban-recreation in- 

fluenced Douglas County ($33.92 '- $237.32),  and 12.1 percent in 

40 
urban influenced Marion County ($79.01  -, $654.80). 

As expected, the relationship between assessed value of build- 

ings per acre (X.) and sale price per acre was positive in all areas, 

although the value was not significantly different from zero in the 

grain area.    A $1.00 increase in the assessed value of buildings per 

acre added $0. 55 per acre to sale price of land and buildings in the 

40 
Since the regression line is linear,  the rate of annual price 

change indicated would vary with movements along the line.    The rates 
cited hold only at the mean value of property in each area. 
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grain area,   $2.68 in Douglas County,  and $1.41 in Marion County. 

The slope of the linear regression line between miles to the 

nearest paved road and sale price per acre was not significantly 

different from zero at the 10 percent level in any area.    However, 

the coefficient value was significant at the 20 percent level in urban 

influenced Marion County -- indicating a decrease in sale price per 

acre of $139- 23 for each mile further removed from a paved road. 

The coefficient on miles to nearest town of at least 1,000 popu- 

lation (X  ) was significantly different from zero only for sales in 

the grain area.    But the sign on the coefficient was unexpectedly 

positive.    That is, there was a strong tendency for per acre property 

prices to increase as distance to a town of at least 1,000 population 

increased.    Further analysis revealed that this implication,  drawn 

from the positive coefficient value,  was misleading.    While the corre- 

lation between distance to a town of at least 1, XX00 and. sale price was 

positive for combined sales data in the three county grain area,  the 

correlation was negative for sales data in each county.    The positive 

slope of the area trend line was due to the most productive and highest 

priced properties (Sherman County properties) being located furthest 

from towns of at least 1,000 population.    (See scatter diagram X'      in 

Appendix L).    Sherman County properties were located,  on the aver- 

average,   43.06 miles from the nearest town of 1,000 and had a mean 

sale price of $144. 75 per acre.   This compared to 12. 74 miles and 
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$86.03 per acre for Gilliam County sales,  and 15.88 miles and 

$98. 22 per acre for Morrow County sales.     (See Appendix M). 

Partial Regression Coefficient Values 

A simple regression coefficient value,   indicating the slope of the 

line of best fit through a scatter of points,   is relatively easy to de- 

41 
termine. It is also easy to visualize the relationship between the 

values of a single independent variable (prqperty characteristic) 

and dependent variable values  (sale prices) with trend lines.    There- 

fore,   linear regression lines or trend lines are frequently used to 

describe the relationship between values of independent and dependent 

42 
variables. But if several factors or independent variables influence 

the value of the dependent variable,  a coefficient value obtained from 

simple regression analysis may over- or under-estimate the actual 

importance of a given independent variable in explaining variation 

in the dependent variable value  (sale price per acre).    That is,  the 

coefficient value on a given independent variable determined by simple 

regression analysis may differ considerably when determined simul- 

taneously with other coefficient values using multiple regression 

analysis.      A multiple linear regression model was thus used to anal- 

yze sales data in each area.    The b. values  (i = 1,   . . . , 6) in the model 

41 
An example is given in Appendix N. 

42 
Scatter diagrams with simple linear regression equations are 
shown in Appendix L. 
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Y = b    + b.x,  = b_x_ + --- + b.x, 
oil 22 66 

were determined simultaneously and are referred to as partial re- 

gression coefficients.    A coefficient value,   in the context of this study, 

indicates the impact on sale price per acre of a unit change in the 

value of a property characteristic,   assuming the value of other property 

characteristics  remain unchanged at their previous levels.    The par- 

tial regression coefficient values are shown in Table 4 for each area. 

The standard error of each coefficient value is shown in parenthesis. 

Coefficient values significantly different from zero at 1,  5,  and 10 

percent levels of probability are designated with double asterisks, 

single asterisks,  and pound signs,   respectively. 

Partial Regression Coefficient Values    and Levels 
of Significance by Area 

In the grain area,  all partial regression coefficients were signifi- 

cantly different from zero at the 10 percent level of significance or 

less,   except year of sale (X  ).    Year of sale (X  ),   assessed value of 

buildings per acre (X  ),  and landlord net real estate income per acre 

(X,) were the only significant variables in Douglas County,  but these 

were significant at the one percent level.    In Marion County all vari- 

ables were significant except miles to the nearest town of at least 
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Table 4.    Partial Regression Coefficients, Standard Errors of the 
Coefficients, and Multiple Correlation Coefficient Values, by Area. 

Real Estate 
Characteristic 

Area 
Grain        Douglas Co.      Marion Co. 

X    (year of sale,   1965-69) 

X    (acres in sale) 

X    (assessed value of 
buildings,   $/acl ) 

X    (miles to nearest paved 
road) 

X    (miles to nearest town 
> 1,000 population) 

X,   (landlord net real estate 
income,   $/ac. ) 

0.20 
(1.99) 

-0.007* 
(0.004) 

1. 47* 
(0.68) 

-2.82* 
(1.38) 

0.38# 
(0.19) 

17.11** 
(1.90) 

30.50** 
(6.48) 

-0.013 
(0.014) 

2.27** 
(0.16) 

4.02 
(5.84) 

1.60 
(1.56) 

49. 71** 
(3.39) 

62.61* 
(24.54) 

-1.09* 
(0.45) 

1.34** 
(0.18) 

-155.40** 
(67.65) 

-6. 10 
(9.13) 

-0.51 
(2.65) 

R     (percent) 69.04 79.60 51.82 

# Statistically different from zero at 10 percent level of probability. 

* Statistically different from zero at 5 percent level of probability. 

** Statistically different from zero at 1  percent level of   probability. 
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1,000 population (X  ) and landlord net real estate income per acre 
5 

(X.).    Thus,   only b   ,  the coefficient on the assessed value of buildings 

per acre variable (X  ),   differed significantly from zero in each area. 

Coefficient values on this variable indicate that,   ceteris paribus,  a one 

dollar increase in assessed value of buildings per acre would enhance 

sale price per acre $1. 47 in the grain area,   $2. 27 in Douglas County, 

and $1. 34 in Marion County. 

Multiple Correlation Coefficient Values by Area 

The multiple correlation coefficient values are presented in 

2 
Table 4.    The R    value,   in the context of this study,   indicates the 

amount of variation in sale price per acre explained by variables in 

2 
the basic 6-variables model. The R values varied from 69.04 per- 

cent in the grain area and 79. 60 percent in Douglas County, to 51.8 2 

percent in Marion County. It was most surprising to find that the 

model "explained" such a high percent of the variation in sale prices 

per acre in Douglas County -- an area characterized as being urban- 

recreation influenced.    However,  as mentioned above,  the year of 

sale (X  ),  building value (X '),  and income (X.) variables were all 

2 
significant at the one percent level.    The relatively low R    value  in 

Marion County indicates that the model is not specified in sufficient 

detail to account for much of the variation in sale prices in this urban 

influenced area.    Of the 69.0 percent of the variation in sale price 
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per acre in the grain area explained by the six-variable model, the 

income variable (X ) explained 62.8 percent.    (See Appendix Q). 
6 

Simple vs.   Partial Regression Coefficient Values 

The coefficient value on the year of sale variable (Xj) determined 

by the multiple linear regression model, 

Y = b    + ^x,  +  • + b^x., 
oil 66 

was quite similar to the value determined by the simple linear regres- 

sion model, 

Y = bo + b^ , 

in each area.    And while remaining not significantly different from 

zero,  the coefficient value on the year of sale variable in the grain 

area changed from $-3.02 to $0. 20 when determined simultaneously 

with coefficients on other property characteristics. 

The quantitative value and level of significance of several co- 

efficients changed somewhat when determined by multiple linear re- 

gression rather than simple linear regression.    But the only excep- 

tionally large change was in the coefficient value on the income vari- 

able (X,) in Marion County.    The coefficient value determined by sim- 

ple linear regression was  $10. 29,  and was significantly different from 

zero at the 1 percent level.    When determined by multiple linear re- 

gression,  the coefficient value was $-0. 51 and was not statistically 
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different from zero at even 10 percent (or even 50 percent for that 

matter).    Thus,  an additional dollar of real estate income per acre 

resulted in a decrease in the estimated sale price per acre of $0. 51. 

It was highly likely therefore that other variables must have been 

responsible for explaining variation in sale price per acre seemingly 

explained by the income variable,  X.,,   To investigate this possibility, 

the r terms in the matrix of simple correlation coefficients were 

43 
analyzed. (See Appendix 0).    In Marion County,  the value of the 

correlation coefficient between landlord net real estate income per 

acre (X.) and sale price per acre (Y),   i.e. ,  r was only 0. 34. 

This compared with a correlation coefficient value of 0.66 between 

assessed value of buildings per acre (X  ) and sale price per acre (Y). 

There was also a moderately strong positive association of 0. 58 be- 

tween assessed value of buildings per acre (X ) and landlord net real 

estate income per acre (X.).    Given the strong correlation between 
o 

building  value and sale price per acre,  and recalling that the annual 

gross building income for improved Marion County sales was estimated 

to be 10 percent of their assessed value,  the moderately strong r     , 
3, b 

value is not unreasonable.    However,  the size of the r,   , value 
5, b 

43 "The correlation coefficient r may be used as an index measur- 
ing the closeness of fit of the n observed points to the estimated line 
of regression". . .where the r values may range from -1 to 1,  and have 
the same sign as the sample regression coefficient b.    (16,  p.   301). 
Values of r near zero indicate small linear correlation,  whereas 
values of r near -1 or 1 indicate high linear correlation (27,  pp.   185-6). 
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suggests that the building variable may explain much of the variation 

in sale price per acre that would have been explained by the real es- 

tate income variable in the absence of the building value variable. 

For this  reason,  the original six independent variable model was re- 

vised by deleting the building value variable  (X,),  and the Marion 

County sales data was rerun.     (This revised model is designated M3 

in Appendix P).    As expected,  the coefficient value on the real estate 

income variable increased to a positive level (11.59).    The coefficient 

value also changed from insignificant to significant at the 1 percent 

level.    However,   M3,  the revised or 5-variable model with the build- 

ing variable deleted, 

Y=    -    224.48   +   109. 76X. ** - 1. 7.7X0**   -    122.89X,   + 12 4 
(28.64) (0.54) (81.64) 

1.93X_    +   11.59X,**  , 
5 o 

(10.97) (2.51) 

explained only 28.9 percent of the variation in real estate sale price 

per acre compared to 51.8 percent for the original or basic 6-variable 

model.     (See model Ml in Appendix P).    The basic 6-variable model 

was also revised to analyze the importance of net land income in 

explaining variation in the sale price of land per acre.    That is,   the 

dependent variable was changed to sale price per acre bareland by deduc- 

ting the assessed value of buildings per acre, if any, from the sale price of 

land and buildings per acre for each-property.   Estimated gross income and 
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expenses attributable to buildings,  necessary in calculating landlord 

net real estate income per acre (X,) for each property in the original 

6-variable model,  were not included in the value of the "landlord net 

land income per acre" variable (X-) determined for each property in 

the revised model,   M4.    The estimating equation for the bareland 

model was 

Ya= 245.52   +    62. 25X*    -    1. 26X  **   -    131. HX.* 
12 4 

(71. 26) (25.81) (0.47) 

-5.17X 
(9.66) 

-    1.72Xa. 
(2.76) 

3, 
The coefficient value on the land income variable (X,),  while not 

significantly different from zero,   indicated that an additional dollar 

of net land income per acre would decrease sale price of land $1.7 2 

per acre.    Only 14.5 percent of the variation in sale price of land per 

acre was explained by this model.    Both revised models explained 

less of the variation in the dependent variable value than the original 

model.    Therefore,   Marion County sales were stratified into more 

homogeneous groups and analyzed with the original 6-variable model 

in an effort to improve understanding of variation in real estate prices 

in this area.    Sales were stratified by size,   source of net real estate 

income,  and whether land only or land and buildings.    Results of these 

analyses,  as well as analyses of sales from the other two areas,  are 

shown in Appendix P.    Of the six equations involving stratified Marion 

County sales,  the income variable is significant in only one.    This 
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equation,  M8,   involved sales from which less than 50 percent of the 

gross real estate income (land and building rent) was rent from ir- 

44 
rigated-tilled land. However,   indicated rates of price increase 

were more substantial on three categories of stratified sales.    The 

increase,  at the mean,  was 13.8 percent for sales of less than 30 

acres ($103.40 7 $760.06),   15.8 percent for sales where less than 

50 percent of the gross real estate income was from irrigated and 

tillable land rent ($111.89 V $710.51),  and 21.0 percent for sales 

with.no assessed value ($113. 15 f $538.45).     Proximity of the property 

to paved roads became considerably more important for the category 

of sales "less than 30 acres, " and also for "sales with no assessed 

building value. "    (See Appendix P).    These results would suggest 

that motives for real estate ownership are much more heterogeneous 

in urban influenced agricultural areas such as Marion County than in 

the other types of areas analyzed.    That is,   even though rural proper- 

ties are often maintained in agricultural pursuits after purchase in 

urban influenced areas, the incidence of real estate purchases for 

other than agricultural income generation is likely to be much more 

45 
frequent in areas in or near rural-urban fringes. And even though 

44 
Other categories of land were:   nonirrigated-tilled,   irrigated- 

nontilled,   and nonirrigated-nontilled. 
45 

Purchase of rural properties for rural residences,   rural home 
sites,   part-time or hobby farms,   investment or speculative reasons, 
or combinations of the above,  are examples of purchases for other 
than agricultural income generation. 
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most of these properties are maintained in agricultural pursuits after 

purchase, in many instances this is done to reduce the cost of owning 

the property -- in the case of a hobby farm or rural residence, or the 

cost of holding the property -- in the case of an investment or specu- 

lative venture. 

Comparison of Partial Regression Coefficient Values on 
Corresponding Variables Among Areas 

In a previous section the significance levels of corresponding 

partial regression coefficients among areas were analyzed.    Only in 

the case of variable X  , assessed value of buildings per acre,  was 

the coefficient value significantly different from zero,  at least at the 

10 percent level,   in each area.    However,  this analysis did not 

present a framework for testing the null hypothesis that the quantita- 

tive values of corresponding partial regression coefficients do not 

differ significantly among areas.      To test this hypothesis,   95 percent 

46 
confidence intervals were constructed around each coefficient value. 

Confidence intervals around corresponding partial regression coef- 

ficients were then checked for overlapping.    If confidence intervals 

on corresponding variables overlapped among areas, the null hypothesis 

was not rejected and it was concluded that corresponding partial 

46 
The approximate 95 percent confidence interval for each regres- 

sion coefficient would be 
b. + ZSb.,  i = 1,  ---,  6, 

where b^ is the net regression coefficient,  and S^. is the standard error 
of bi ( 9 .  p.  80). 1 
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regression coefficients did not differ significantly among the  study 

areas.    These confidence intervals are shown in Table 5.    Over- 

lapping confidence intervals among areas on corresponding coefficient 

values are indicated by brackets. 

Confidence intervals on the distance to town of at least 1,000 

population variable (X ) overlapped for all pairwise area comparisons. 

However,  this was reflective more of the extreme width of the con- 

fidence intervals than similarity of partial regression values among 

areas.    At the other extreme,   no overlapping of confidence intervals 

occurred on the net real estate income variable (X.) among areas. 

Some overlapping occurred among areas on each of the other four 

variables.    Therefore,  the null hypothesis that the quantitative values 

of corresponding partial regression coefficients do not differ signifi- 

cantly among areas was rejected for all variables except the distance 

to town of at least 1,000 population variable (X_). 



Table 5.   Confidence Intervals of Partial Regression Coefficient Values,  Correspondiijg.Variables, Selected Areas. 

Area X. X. X, 

Grain 

Douglas Co. 

Marion Co. 

-3.78,       4. 18 0.11,  2.83 -0.015,  0.001 

17.54,    43.46       |_ -0.041,  0.015 |_ 1.95,  2.59 

_13.53,   111.69 -1.99,  -0.19 0.98,  1.70_ 

'   -5.58,     -0.06 

-7.66,     15.70 

-290.70,   -20.10 

0. 00,    0. 76 

 1.52,    4.72 

-24. 36,   12. 16 

13.31, 20.91 

42.93, 56.49 

-5. 81,    4.79 

Brackets around numbers signify overlapping 95 percent confidence intervals. 

Variable identification: 

X   = Year of sale,   1965-69 

X   = Acres in sale 
2 

X   = Assessed value of bldgs,  $/ac. 

X, = Miles to nearest paved road 
4 

X   = Miles to nearest town > 1, 000 population 

X   = Landlord net real estate income,  $/ac. 
6 

-vl 
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V.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Numerous and varied land value studies have been conducted 

over the years in many areas of the country.    In spite of,   or perhaps 

because of,   publication of results of these studies,   widespread con- 

cern continues to be expressed over the apparent disparity between 

farm use and current market values of property in agricultural areas-. 

Similar concern expressed by many groups  in Oregon prompted this 

study -- an analysis of the influence of net real estate income and 

other property characteristics on property prices within and among 

selected agricultural areas of Oregon for the time period 1965-69. 

Objectives 

In addition to determining whether a disparity existed between 

the farm use value (or capitalized net income value from land and 

building rent) and current market value of real estate in any or all 

selected agricultural areas of Oregon,  the study had two other objec- 

tives.    One was to determine the nature and degree of relationship 

between prices of property sales analyzed and property characteris- 

tics in each agricultural area selected for analysis.    The other,  and 

primary objective of the study,   was to determine if there was a signifi- 

cant difference in the influence of net real estate income and other 

characteristics of individual rural property sales on property prices 
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among selected agricultural areas of Oregon. 

Areas Analyzed 

Three areas were selected for real estate sales analysis.    Each 

was generally accepted as being representative of a particular type of 

agricultural influenced area.    The areas included a predominantly 

agricultural production area in northcentral Oregon (the dry land 

grain area), an urban-recreational influenced agricultural area in 

southwestern Oregon bordered by the Pacific Ocean on the west and 

the Umpqua National Forest on the east (Douglas County),  and an ur- 

ban influenced agricultural area in the productive and populous 

Willamette Valley in northwestern Oregon around Salem (Marion 

County). 

Dependent and Independent Variables 

To meet the objectives of the study,  a sample of real estate 

sales uccurring during the 5 year period 1965-69 were analyzed from 

each area.    Sale price per acre and values of six real estate character- 

istics  (independent variables) were obtained for all properties analyzed. 

The six variables were:   year of sale,   1965-69 (X  ),  acres in sale 

(X7),   assessed value of buildings per acre (X  ),  miles to nearest 

paved road (X  ),   miles to nearest town of at least 1,000 population 

(X   ),   and landlord net real estate income per acre (X.).    Data used 
5 o 
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to ascertain the values of these characteristics for each sale was 

obtained primarily from records  in county courthouses and from sales 

verification and rental information sheets.    This data,   obtained by 

county appraisers and Oregon Department of Revenue field personnel 

had direct applicability in determining the value of the first five vari- 

ables.    To estimate the value of real estate income for each property, 

however,   it was necessary to supplement this data with other price, 

yield,   income,  and landlord expense data obtained from various sources 

in each area.      While value theory indicated that net real estate in- 

come per acre would be an important variable in explaining variation 

in per acre property prices in each area,   each of the other character- 

istics was believed to be important in explaining variation in per acre 

property prices in one or more of the areas. 

Sales Data 

It was originally intended that a random sample from the popula- 

tion of each area's verified sales occurring during the period 1965-69 

that met specified criteria would be analyzed.    However,  the number 

of sales that occurred during this period which were verified,   met the 

criteria established for inclusion in the sample,  and had adequate in- 

formation recorded on the verification sheets to determine the value 

of the six property characteristics was less than the intended sample 

size (120).    Therefore,  all sales meeting the above criteria in each 
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area were included in the sample and analyzed.    Additional sales 

verified during the data collection period were included in the sample, 

however. 

The number of sales and criteria used in selecting sales differed 

in each area.    The dry land grain area sample consisted of 74 sales. 

At least 50 percent of each property's estimated gross income must 

have been derived from dry land grain sales and government payments 

to have been included in the sample.    There were 146 farms and rural 

tracts in the Douglas County sample.    Properties classified as farms 

and rural tracts containing at least 20 acres,  with up to 25 percent of 

the acreage classified as forest land,   comprised the Douglas County 

sample.    The Marion County sample included 119 farms and rural 

tracts of 10 acres or more in size. 

Rental Data 

Rentals were analyzed in each area to estimate rental rates for 

various categories of land and the relationship between building value 

and increased rental rates in each area.    This  information was in turn 

used to estimate the level of landlord net real estate income per acre 

for individual sale properties.    Rentals in the grain area did not in- 

dicate that an allowance,   either a cash bonus or increased crop share, 

was paid for building rental on improved properties  (land with dwell- 

ings,   granaries,   and/or other outbuildings).    Therefore,  no building 
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income was assumed in estimating real estate income for grain area 

sales.    Inclusion of buildings did,   however,   enhance rental income 

in the other areas.    Based on analyses of rentals and discussions with 

informed persons close to the rural real estate market in these areas, 

annual gross building rental income was estimated to be five percent 

of the sale property's assessed building value in Douglas County and 

10 percent of the sale property's assessed building value in Marion 

County. 

Variation in Mean Sale Prices and Property 
Characteristics by Area 

Analyses of individual real estate sales data by area and com- 

parison of findings among areas indicated that considerable variation 

existed in the data -- both among areas and within individual areas. 

The mean sale price of real estate per acre (land and buildings) varied 

considerably among agricultural areas  -- from $105. 69 in the grain 

area to $237. 32 in urban-recreation influenced Douglas County and 

$654. 32 in urban influenced Marion County.   But sale prices per acre 

also varied considerably within..a1rea.s,  particularly Douglas and 

Marion 'Counties. 

Mean values of all corresponding property characteristics ex- 

cept year of sale displayed sizable differences among areas.    This 

was  particularly so for the income variable  (X.). 
o 
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The mean value of landlord net real estate income per acre 

varied from $4.5 2 in the grain area and $2. 33 in Douglas County to 

$18. 31  in Marion County.      Implied approximate rates of return on the 

purchase  (sale) price of property thus varied from 4. 3 percent in the 

grain area ($4.5 2 } $105.69)   to 1.0 percent in Douglas County 

($2.33 *-  $237.3 2) and 2.8 percent in Marion County ($18.31  j  $654.80). 

Relationship Between Farm Use Values and Current Market 
Values of Property by Area 

In addition to there being substantial differences  in the mean 

rates of return on the sale price of property among areas,  the mean 

rate was substantially below a prudent investor rate  in all three agri- 

cultural areas analyzed.    The prudent investor rate of return was 

assumed to be six percent.    To test whether the rate in any area was 

significantly different from a prudent investor rate,   variation in in- 

dividual rates of return in each area was taken into account.    That is, 

95  percent confidence intervals were established around the indicated 

mean rate of return in each area.    The mean rate of return (r), stan- 

dard deviation of the mean (s-),   and approximate 95 percent confidence 
r 

interval (r + 2s-) are given in Table 6 for each area's mean rate of 
-       r 

return.    This data was used to test the null hypothesis that the mean 

rate of return on the purchase price of property was equal to the pru- 

dent investor rate of return in each area.    That is,  the null hypothesis. 



H  :    r'  = r" = r"'  = r 
o 

was tested against the alternative hypothesis, 

:i  4 Z\\  4 ZMI  4 >P H   :    r' a 4 r"  / r'" / r- 

where, 

mean rate of return in grain area, 

mean rate of return in Douglas County, 

mean rate of return in Marion County,  and 

prudent investor rate of return (six percent). 
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Table 6.    Mean Rates of Return,  Standard Deviation of Means,  and 
95 Percent Confidence Intervals Around Mean Rates of 
Return,  by Area. 

Area Mean Rate Std.  Dev. Approximate 95 % Conf. 
of Return of Mean Interval, i. e. '   r + 2s- 

r 

Grain 4.3% + 1.6% *    1.1 to 7.5% 

Douglas Co. 1.0% + 1.0% - -1.0 to 3.0% 

Marion Co. 2.8% + 1.9% . -1-0 to 6.6% 

Overlapping of 95 percent confidence intervals  in all pairwise 

area comparisons indicated that the mean rate of return on the pur- 

chase price of property did not differ significantly among areas.    How- 

ever,  the confidence interval for Douglas County did not include the 

prudent investor rate of return,   i.e.,   six percent.    Therefore,  the 

null hypothesis was rejected,  the alternative hypothesis was accepted, 

and it was concluded that the mean rate of return in all areas was not 
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equal to the assumed prudent investor rate of return.    Thus,   in spite 

of the relatively low mean rates of return in all three areas studied, 

it was concluded that a disparity existed between farm use and current 

market values of property only in urban-recreation influenced Douglas 

County.    But the wide range of rates of return on purchases within 

areas led to another,  yet tentative,   conclusion.    That is,   considera'- 

tions  in addition to level of net real estate income influence property 

prices.    Thus,  the nature and degree of relationship between prices 

of property sales analyzed and property characteristics was deter- 

mined in each area using linear regression analyses. 

Relationship Between Sale Price Per Acre and 
Property Characteristic Values by Area 

The linear relationship between sale prices per acre and in- 

dividual property characteristic values was examined in each area 

using simple linear regression analysis.      Only two property charac- 

teristics were significantly associated with sale price per acre in all 

three areas.    One,  acres in sale (X_),  was inversely associated with 

sale price per acre in each acre.    The other,   landlord net real es- 

tate income per acre,  was positively associated with sale price.per 

acre in each area. 

The year of sale variable  (X  ),  used to ascertain the importance 

of time in influencing sale price per acre per acre for sales 
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occurring during the period 1965-69,   was significantly different than 

zero only in Douglas and Marion Counties.    The indicated annual rate 

of price change  (at the mean) was  14. 3 and 1 2. 1 percent in Douglas 

and Marion Counties,   respectively.     (Though not significantly differ- 

ent from zero,   the rate of annual price change for sale in the grain 

area was -2. 9 percent at the mean).    Strong prospect for property 

jprice appreciation in the nonagricultural influenced areas and,   in 

turn,   opportunity for capital gain through resale may partially ex- 

plain the low mean rate of return on purchases in Douglas and Marion 

Counties.    Demand for rural property for other than strictly agri- 

cultural income generation may be another possible reason for low 

rates of return,   particularly in urban-recreation influenced Douglas 

County and urban influenced Marion County.    In these areas the rela- 

tionship between sale price per acre and assessed value of buildings 

per acre was highly significant.    And purchasers,   on the average, 

paid considerably more for buildings than their assessed value.    How- 

ever,   simple linear regression results indicated that neither miles to 

pavement nor miles to a town of at least 1,000 was a significant vari- 

able.     Location with respect to paved roads and communities may have 

been important price influencing considerations in several transactions, 

But since market prices in these areas did not reflect a strong prefer- 

ence for properties located nearer paved roads or communities of at 

least 1,000 population,  these variables explained little of the variation 
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in sale price per acre. 

These conclusions were drawn from analyses of sales data in 

each area using simple linear regression analysis.      Conclusions 

drawn from analyses of this  same sales data using multiple linear 

regression analysis were somewhat different.    That is,  the quantita- 

tive importance of coefficient values and the significance levels of 

several variables changed when analyzed simultaneously with other 

variables. 

The change in the coefficient value and level of significance on 

the landlord net real estate income per acre variable in Marion 

County was the most dramatic.    Simple linear regression analysis 

indicated that the variable was highly significant and that an additional 

dollar of net real estate income per acre would increase sale price 

per acre $10. 29.    Analysis of the same data with the six variable 

multiple linear regression model indicated that the value of the net 

regression coefficient on this variable,   -0.51,  was not significantly 

different from zero.    Thus, net real estate income per acre appeared 

to explain only a small amount of the variation in sale price per acre. 

But this conclusion was tempered with reservation in light of the 

following considerations.    One was the moderately high intercorrela- 

tion (r = 0.58) between assessed value of buildings per acre and land- 

lord net real estate income per acre in Marion County.    The other 

was the assumption that annual gross building income (rent) would 
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be ten percent of the assessed building value for Marion County sales. 

Thus,   both variables likely explained much of the same variation when 

correlated separately with sale price per acre.      When the influences 

of the six independent variables on sale price per acre were analyzed 

simultaneously,  however,  the building variable entered the program 

first and apparently explained much of the variation seemingly ex- 

plained by the net real estate income variable.    Since there was a 

close correlation between building value per acre and real estate sale 

price per acre, and therefore between building income per acre and 

real estate sale price per acre,   the nonsignificant and slightly negative 

coefficient value on the net real estate income variable appeared to 

misrepresent the influence of land and building income on sale price. 

This was borne out by analyzing the Marion County sales data with 

a model that did not include the building variable.    But this revised 

model explained less than 29 percent of the variation in sale price 

per acre compared to nearly 5 2 percent for the original model.    Other 

revised models were used to analyze Marion County sales,  and sales 

were stratified using various criteria and analyzed with the original 

model.    As expected,   coefficient values on corresponding variables 

varied among Marion County models,  but the income variable was 

significant in only one of these models.    The percent of the variation 

in sale price per acre explained by these models varied from 14.5 

percent for the revised bareland model to 68. 4 percent for the 
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stratified model analyzing sales with assessed building value. 

Analysis of Marion County sales with several models provided 

considerable evidence of the heterogeneity of sales in this area.    And 

based on results of these models,   it can be concluded with more 

confidence that net real estate income per acre explains little of the 

variation in sale price per acre in Marion County.    This does not 

necessarily imply that net real estate income would be unimportant 

in explaining differences in price per acre in all areas of Marion 

County,   particularly highly productive agricultural areas with 

limited rural homes ite potential in the immediate future.    Rather,  the 

implication is that, due to the apparent multiplicity of motives for 

property ownership in the rural-urban fringe,   several fairly dis- 

tinct smaller land markets exist within even this one relatively small 

area -- one assumed to have been relatively homogeneously influenced. 

Relative Influence of Corresponding Variables 
on Price Per Acre Among Areas 

The third and primary objective of the study was to determine if 

the relative influence of selected property characteristics on sale 

price per acre differed significantly among areas.      To meet this 

objective,   property characteristic values of the six property character- 

istics obtained from all sales were analyzed in each area with the 

same 6-variable multiple linear regression model.    Ninety-five 
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percent confidence intervals were constructed around the partial 

regression coefficient values,   or the b. values  (i=l, . . . , 6) in the 

model, 

Y = b    + ^x,  + --- + b,x, . 
oil 66 

Confidence intervals around coefficient values for corresponding vari- 

ables were then checked for overlapping among areas.    The null 

hypothesis tested was that partial regression coefficient values on 

corresponding variables do not differ significantly among areas, i.e. , 

H  :   b! = b'.'  = b'.'*,  i = 1,   ... ,6. 
Oil i 

The alternative hypothesis was that partial regression coefficient values 

do differ significantly among areas,   i.e. , 

H :   b, i b!'/ b!" 
a 1 1     ;:     1 

where, 

th 
b!     = the coefficient value on the i     property characteristic in 

the grain area, 

i     = the coefficient value on the i      property characteristic in 

Douglas County,  and 

fVi 
b!" = the coefficient value on the i     property characteristic in 

Marion County. 

The null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis 

accepted for all property characteristics except miles to the nearest 

town of at least 1,000 population (X  ).      This was the only variable 
5 
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(property characteristic) where overlapping of confidence intervals 

was observed for all three possible pairwise area comparisons, i.e. , 

grain area vs.  Douglas County,  grain area vs.   Marion County,  and 

Douglas County vs.  Marion County.    With the exception of the X 
5 

variable,   it was concluded that there was a significant difference in 

the influence of net real estate income and other characteristics of 

individual sales on property prices among selected agricultural areas 

of Oregon.    The net real estate income variable explained 62.8 per- 

cent of the 69.0 percent of the variation.in sale price per acre in the 

grain area,  described as a basic agricultural production area.    In 

Douglas County, the area described as recreation-urban influenced, 

the building variable explained  .4.31.'6;. percent of the 79.6 percent of 

the variation in sale price per acre explained by the same multiple 

regression model used in each area.    (The income variable,  together 

with the building variable,   explained 76.0 percent of the variation.) 

The building variable explained 43.4 percent of the 51.8  percent of 

the variation explained by the multiple regression model in Marion 

County,  the area described as urban influenced.    Thus,   even though 

considerable variation was observed in characteristics of individual 

sale properties within an area,   it was concluded that variously in- 

fluenced agricultural areas exist in Oregon. 
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Limitations of Study Results 

Because of the possibility of sampling and measurement error, 

conclusions drawn in this study are subject to error.    The possibility 

also exists that analyses of other samples of property sales from the 

same areas may result in different and,   perhaps,  conflicting con- 

clusions being drawn.     Analysis of sales in other areas,  using the 

same or a different model,  may also result in conclusions drawn 

other than those in this study. 

With the possible exception of measurements on the income 

variable (X/),  measurement   errors are believed to be negligible.    In 

the case of landlord net real estate income per acre,  the value for 

this variable was constructed for individual sales in each area from 

analyses of rental data available in each area.      The author does 

not p6r>tend this value to represent the actual rent received by the 

property owner,   or the actual amount each property would rent for. 

It is,   instead, the best estimate of annual net real estate income per 

acre ascertainable for individual properties from secondary sources, 

given time and resource constraints. 

Implications of Study Results 

Results of this study have implications for many groups in 

Oregon.    Perhaps the result having implications for more groups is 
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the low to moderate rates of return on the mean purchase price of 

property in the areas analyzed.      This indicates that factors other 

than net real estate income derived from the property purchased 

influence property prices in each area.    In the grain area the pre- 

dominant farm enlargement motive for land acquisition has resulted 

in land prices being bid to levels  20 to 25 times their annual net real 

estate income.    That is,  the rate of return on the purchase price of 

the majority of properties varies from four to five percent. 

Demand for properties for apparently a number of diverse uses 

in the areas classified as nonagricultural has resulted in land prices 

being bid so high in relation to net real estate income that only modest 

rates of return,  based on the purchase price of property,  are being 

realized.    The mean rates of return are 1.0 and 2.8 percent in 

Douglas and Marion Counties,   respectively.    However,   property 

prices increased at a rapid rate over the study period,   1965-69. 

Apparently,  many purchasers in these areas are willing and financially 

able to accept low rates of return so long as prospects for capital 

gains remain strong and/or ownership of the property continues to 

provide amenities. 

If prices of a sizable percentage of properties having sold in an 

area are based on these considera-tions,   it would be most difficult to 

develop a model capable of explaining a high percentage of the varia- 

tion in land prices.    Similarly,   additional analysis of sales and testing 
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of models in these areas would be required before a model could be 

developed that would be capable of use in mass appraising for assess- 

ment purposes.    Even if a statistical model could be developed that 

would meet the accuracy required of appraisers,  the cost of achieving 

this high level of accuracy may preclude its adoption.    In the interest 

of economy,  however,  a statistical approach to mass appraising may 

be required despite certain apparent loss in accuracy over current 

procedures used in assessing real property.    Procedures used in 

and results obtained from this study may provide some insight into 

the development of a statistical model suitable for use in mass 

appraising. 
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APPENDIX A.    1964 Census of Agriculture farm and farm operator data,   by area of study. 
1 

Grain area counties Grain area 

counties Douglas Mar Sherman Gilliam Morrow ion 

combined County County 

Approximate acres of land area 531, 200 773, 120 1,318,400 2, 622, 720 3, 240, 320 746, 240 

Proportion in farms 97.8 111.7 32.8 94.4 L6.3 44.7 

FARMS. ACREAGE. AND VALUE: 

Total farms 221 186 338 745 1. 922 3 388 

Acres in farm 519, 619 863, 341 1,092, 146 2, 475, 106 528, 304 333, 624 

Average size of farm 2,351.2 4, 641.6 3, 231.2 3, 322.2 274.9 98.5 

Value of land and buildings: 

Average per farm (dollars) 182, 687 235, 511 197, 861 202 760 33, 847 46 394 

Average per acre (dollars) 78.74 40.43 62.15 61.03 141.21 - 474. 02 

PERCENT OF FARMS BY SEE: 

Less than 10 acres — 1.1 2.4 1.3 6.5 12.9 

10 to 49 acres .9 1.6 11.2 5.8 28.9 41.9 

50 to 69 acres — — 3.6 1.6 7.2 8.6 

70 to 99 acres .5 — 3.3 1.6 7.8 8.9 

100 to 139 acres .5 .5 .03 .4 6.5 6.9 

140 to 179    " .5 .5 3.0 1.6 7.4 4.9 

180 to 219    " .5 .5 2.1 1.2 5.5 3.7 

220 to 259    " .5 — 1.5 .8 3.5 2.8 

260 to 499    " 6.3 4.8 6.5 6.0 12.6 6.9 

500 to 999    " 15.8 9.1 7.7 10.5 8.3 1.9 
1, 000 to 1, 999 acres 30.3 19.4 18.9 22.4 4.0 .4 

2, 000 acres or more 44.3 62.4 39.6 46.7 1.8 .01 

PERCENT OF FARMS BY TYPE 

Cash grain 89.1 72.0 46.4 65.5 .3 2.7 

Field crop,  not veg.,  fruit or nut — — — — -- 1.9 

Vegetable -- — .9 .4 .9 7.7 

Fruit and nut .9 ~ .6 .5 2.9 17.5 

Poultry — ~ .6 .3 1.5 2.3 

Dairy .5 — 2.1 1.1 2.7 4.7 

Livestock other than poultry or dairy 7.2 21.0 23.4 18.0 23.0 6.8 

General 

Miscellaneous and unclassified 

.5 2.2 8.3 4.4 2.7 13.8 

1.8 4.8 17.8 9.8 66.1 42.7 vO 



APPENDIX A  (Continued) 
Grain area counties 

Sherman Gilliam Morrow 
Grain area 
counties 
combined 

Douglas 
County 

Marion 
County 

PERCENT OF FARMS BY ECONOMIC 
CLASS: 

Class I (Sales^40, 000) 
Class II (Sales 20, 000 to 39,999) 
Class III (Sales 10, 000 to 19, 999) 
Class IV (Sales 5, 000 to 9, 999) 
Class V (Sales 2, 500 to 4, 999) 
Class VI (Sales 50 to 2, 499) 
Part-time (>100 da.  off-farm work,  50-2,499)   - 
Part-retirement (> 65 yis. old,  sales 50-2,499) 
Abnormal 

PERCENT FARM OPERATORS: 
By tenure: 

Full owners 
Part owners 
Managers 
Tenants 

By age: 
Average age (years) 
65 years old and over 

By residence: 
Residing on farm operated 
Not residing on farm operated 

By off-farm work: 
Working off their farm 
100 days or more 

20.4 25.8 15.1 
39.4 26.9 27.5 
25.8 22.6 19.8 
9.5 15.1 8.9 

3.2 3.2 6.8 

.9 1.6 4.1 
f — 3.2 13.6 

.9 1.6 4.1 

21.7 36.0 45.3 
44.8 41.9 38.5 

.9 2.7 1.5 

32.6 19.4 14.8 

48.8 50.2 50.0 
10.9 11.8 12.1 

85. 5 77.4 88.2 
14.5 21.5 11.5 

19.0 22.7 33.4 
7.2 9.1 20.4 

19.3 .8 

30.9 2.0 

22.3 5.7 
10.6 6.7 

4.8 12.0 
2.6 11.8 
7.0 47.0 
2.6 14.0 

36.0 83.5 
41.2 10.4 

1.6 .3 

16.4 5.8 

49.7 51.5 
11.7 18.9 

84.7 94.8 
14.9 3.9 

26.7 65.3 
13.7 56.1 

7.7 
9.9 

11.4 
12.4 
12.5 
8.2 

27.4 
10.5 

.01 

73.2 
20.3 

.5 
6.0 

51.3 
17.2 

92.3 
5.9 

56.4 
42.2 

Source:   See reference number 28 in bibliography. v. 
2 
Field seed crop,  hay,   grass and silage.   Also if income from three or more sources and did not meet the criteria for any other type. 

3 
Includes farms with no value of farm products sold in addition to nurseries,  greenhouses,  bee farms,  pony farms,  etc. tvJ 

O 
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APPENDIX B.   Real estate sales verification form used by assessors' offices in the grain area and 
Douglas County. 

Rental 

FARM APPRAISAL INFORMATION SHEET NO. 

Type of Information 

Sales Data 

Deed Volume              Page 

Sec Twp RRe Photo Acct. No. 

Sale 

Listing 

Opinion Date of Sale 

Type of Transaction Lease 

Option I.R.S. 

Assumed Debt_ 

Grantor 

Grantee 

Indicated Price 

Information Obtained 

Total Price 
Terms-Cash _Down Payment_ 

Source 

Trade 
Type of Transaction    Family_ 
Purpose of Transaction  
Property Value included 

Land 

Forclosure Trade 

House 
Building; 
Timber 
Range Leases_ 
Water Rights_ 
Total  ,  

Machinery_ 
Equipment^ 
Livestock 
Range Permits_ 
Other 

Total 

Other 

Size of Property    Total 
Type of Farm  

CONDITIONS OF PROPERTY AT TIME OF TRANSACTION 

 Tillable _N°n Tillable 

General Condition   Land_ 
Irrigation  

House _Buildings_ 
Acre Source 

Type Road Accesses 

Subdivision Potential 
i 

Other 

Hazards   Overflow 

Weeds 

Easements 
Area 

Improvements made since Land 

Buildings 

Remarks 

Department of Revenue Form 
PT-A-20(Rev.  10-69) 

By_ Date 
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APPENDIX B (Continued) 

Legal Description 

Sec _Twp_ 

No._ 
_Rge_ 

INFORMATION BREAKDOWN (For Use by Evaluator 
Zone 

House_ 
Out Bldg.. 
Other  

,ORS 307. 320_ 
Homesite 
Site +  

_Water Rights_ 
Total Land_ 
Total Imps_ 

Assessment Data 

Assessed Value Land_ 
Assessed Value Imps_ 

ssessed Value  

Year 

btal Assessed Value_ 
osted Ratio  

Net To Real Estate 
(From Information) 

Timber 
Total A pp.. 
Ratio 

emarks 

*ORS (Oregon Revised Statutes) 307. 320 provides 
that the value of any deciduous trees,  shrubs, 
plants or crops,  whether annual or perennial grow- 
ing upon agricultural land devoted to agricultural 
purposes,  shall be exempt from assessment and 
taxation and shall not be deemed real property 
under the provisions of ORS 307. 010 (21, p.   5). 
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APPENDIX C.    Real estate sales verification form used by assessor's 
office in Marion County. 

T OWNSHIP  

Map No.  Acct.  No.   Deed Reference  

Address  & Location of Property   

Grantor  Address  

Grantee  Address  

Date of Sale  

TOTAL SALES PRICE   $_ 

Less Appraised Value of Improvements ---------$_ 

Less Value of Personal Property ------------   $_ 

Less Value of Crops,  If Any ---------------$_ 

Less Other Deductions (Specify) -------------$_ 

100% Acre Equivalent Acres    Indicated Value of 
100% Acre  

LAND CLASS 

No.   of Acres     Land Class     Rating     Value Per Acre     Value Indicated 
                   By Sale  

TOTAL ACRES    TOTAL VALUE 
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APPENDIX C.     (Continued) 

LAND 

APPRAISED VALUE 

IMPROVEMENTS TOTAL 

LIST PERSONAL PROPERTY 

ITEM VALUE 

KIND 

TOTAL VALUE 

CROPS-PLANTS-TREES 

No.   of ACRES       AGE      CONDITION VALUE 

(INDICATE IF ANY OF THE CROPS LISTED ABOVE ARE IN STORAGE) 

No.   of ACRES UNDER IRRIGATION SOURCE OF WATER 
(POND,  CREEK,  RIVER 
ETC.) 

Does  purchaser own or lease adjoining or adjacent land? 
Was this a bona-fide,  arms-length transaction?   
Was financing normal,   or unusual?  
Was a trade involved?  
List any Rental Data: 

REMARKS (List any additional facts that are pertinent to the value) 

CLASSIFICATION 
Farm 

Verified with whom 

Rural Tract Date 

Appraiser 
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APPENDIX D.    Form used to estimate landlord net real estate income, 
grain area sale properties. 

Sale No. 

A.     Land use:    Total acres  (Assessor)  acres 

1.   Tillable acres:  (ASCS  or Assessor )            " 

a.    Wheat acres:    (3-yr simple average of allotment 
in year of purchase and prior 2 years). 
1) Year of purchase  acres 
2) Year prior ii 

3) 2nd yr.   prior 11 

Total acres  7 3 = acres 

Diverted acres: 
1) Year of purchase acres  (       % of 

of _ 
of _ 

ac.) 
2) Year prior "      (       % ac.) 
3) 2nd yr.   prior "      (       % ac.) 

Total acres  73= acres 

c. Barley acres:    (one-half tillable 
acres minus average wheat acres 
and average diverted acres) 

d. Summer fallow (1-/2 tillable acres) 

2.    Nontillable acres 

B.     Yields  (ASCS "proven" and/or assigned) 

1.    Wheat:    (3-yr.   simple average of yield 
in year of purchase and prior 2 years). 

2.    Barley:    (3-yr.   simple average) 

a. 
b. 

Year of purchase 
Year prior 
2nd yr.   prior 

bu/ac 
11 

c. 11 

Total bu/ac V 3 = bu/. ac 

a. Year of purchase bu/ac 
b. Year prior bu/ac 
c. 2.nd yr.  prior bu/ac 

Total bu/ac VS^ bu/ ac 
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APPENDIX D (Continued) 

C.     Prices and Certificate Values: 
1.     Wheat: 

a.     Market price at farm level:    (3-yr simple average of 
Portland Terminal price minus transportation charges) 

1) Year of purchase $ /bu 
2) Year prior $ /bu 
3) 2nd yr prior $ /bu 

Total $ /bu ; 3 =     $ /bu 

b.    Certificate or price support value/ 
total bushel on normal production: 

1) Year of purchase: 
a) Price support: 
b) Domestic mkg. 

$ /bu x         % = 
/bu x         % = 

$ 
$ 

/bu 
_/bu 

cert: 
c) Export mkg. 

cert. : 
$_ /bu x         % = $ _/bu 

2) Year prior: 
a) Price support: 
b) Domestic mkg. 

$ /bu x         % = 
/bu x         % = 

$ 
$ 

/bu 
_/bu 

cert. : 
c) Export mkg. $_ /bu x         % = $ _/bu 

cert. : 

3) 2nd year prior: 
a) Price support: 
b) Domestic mkg. 

$ /bu x         % = 
/bu x         % = 

$ 
$ 

/bu 
_/bu 

cert. : 
c) Export mkg. $_ /bu x         % = $ _/bu 

cert. : 

Total $ _/bu 

Total $ /bu T 3 =    $  /total bu. 
cert . value 

arley: 
a) Year of purchase 
b) Year prior 
c) 2nd yr.   prior 

$         /bu 
$         /bu 
$         /bu 

$ Total $         /bu 5 3 = _/bu 
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APPENDIX D (Continued) 

D.    Gross Income (owner-operator basis): 

1.     Wheat enterprise income: 

a) Wheat income:    ac.   aver.   wht.   allot,  x bu/ac. 

aver,   normal yield = bu.   normal prodn,  x $ /bu. 

aver,   price - \ = $  

b) Certif.   income:    bu.   normal prodn x    . . . 

$ / total bu.   cert,   value = $  

2.    Barley enterprise income: 

a)    aver,   barley acres x  bu. /ac.   aver. 

normal yield = bu.   normal prodn x $  

bu.   aver,   price = $_ 

Total (gross grain income/yr) = $_ 

3.    Grazing income (per yr.   if> 320 ac.   nontillable): 

 ac.  nontillable land @ $0.50/ac = $ 

4.    Building income $ assessed value = $ 0_ 

Owner-operator gross  income/year = $  

E.    Gross Income (landlord basis): 

1. Wheat income        $ x l/3 crop share = $  

2. Certif.   income     $ x l/3     " " = $  

3. Barley income      $ x l/3     " " =$  

4. Grazing income = $  

5. Building income = $ 0_ 

Landlord gross  income/yr      = $_ 
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APPENDIX D (Continued) 

F.     Landlord expenses: 

1. Real estate taxes  (land and improvements): 

a) Year of purchase $  

b) Year prior $  

c) 2nd year prior $  

Total $  73= $_ 

2. Insurance on improvements: 

$ assessed value x II %     = $_ 

3. Building depreciation and upkeep expenses: 

$ ^assessed value x 3 %     = $_ 

4. Management charge: 
5 % x $ landlord gross income = $ 

5. Fence repair (per year if A 320 ac.   nontillable): 

 nontillable ac x $ 0. 10/ac = $_ 

Fertilizer: 

bu normal wheat prodn x 10 £/bu = $ 

bu normal barley     "       x    5 £/bu = $ 

1/3 landlord crop share x $_ 

Total landlord expenses 

G.    Landlord net real estate income: 

Landlord gross income/yr (E) $ 

MINUS 

Landlord expenses/yr (F) . $ 
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APPENDS F. Form used to compute carrying capacity,  Douglas 
County sale properties. 

Sale No. 

Rng. Acct .   No."_ 

(2) 

Twp 

(3) (4) (1) (5) (6) 

Acres Land class 
IrriE.           Dry 

Tons dry 
feed/ac. 

AUMs/ 
ton - 

AUMs/ac. AUMs = 
mx<s> 

Total AUMs 
produced on: 

Tl 
Tib 
Tic 
T2 
T2b 
T2b- 
T2c+ 
T2c 
T2ca 
T3 

acres 

7 
7 
5 
5 
4.5 
4 
4 
3 
2.5 
2.5 

Tl          5 
Tib        5 
Tic        4.5 
T2          4 
T2b        3.5 
T2b-      3 
T2c+     3 
T2c        2.5 
T2ca     2 
T3          2 

Nl          2 
Nla        2 
Nib        1.5 
Nlc          .75 
Nlc 
impr.   1.25 

N2             . 33 
N2 
impr.      . 5 

N3             .2 
(0 to . 

F (forest) 
Homesite 

2.25 

ii 

ii 

ii 

n 

II 

II 

n 

3),, 

15.75 
15.75 
11.25 
11.25 
10. 12 
9.00 
9.00 
6. 75 
5.62 
5.62 

11.25 
11.25 
10. 12 
9.00 
7.87 
6.75 
6.75 
5.62 
4.50 
4.50 

4.50 
4. 50 
3. 37 
1,68 

2.81 
. 75 

1. 12 

. 45 
0 

Irri.,  Till. 

Npnirr.,  Till. 

• :,:..' : Nonirr.,   Nontill. 

Total Total AUM'S 
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APPENDIX G.    Form used to estimate expected landlord net real 
estate income,   Douglas County sale properties. 

A.     INCOME - 

1.     Land: 

a. AUMs produced on irrigated,  tilled 

b. AUMS produced on non-irr. ,  tilled_ 

c.    AUMS produced on non-irr.   non- 
tilled 

x $2. 05  $_ 

x $1. 40 

x $1. 90 

2.    Buildings: 

Assessed value x 5% 

LANDLORD GROSS REAL ESTATE INCOME 

EXPENSES - 

1. Real estate taxes 

2. Building upkeep,  depreciation and insurance: 

Assessed value of buildings  x 4% 

3. Management:    5% of gross real estate income 

LANDLORD EXPENSES 

C.     LANDLORD.NET REAL ESTATE INCOME (A-B) $ 
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APPENDIX H.    Farm rental verification form used by assessor's 
office in Marion County. 

TOWNSHIP  (FARM INCOME DATA) 

MAP NO. ACC'T NO. 

ADDRESS & LOCATION OF PROPERTY 

OWNER ADDRESS 

TENANT ADDRESS 

LAND RENT  No. OF ACRES RENTED DATE OF 
RENTAL_ 

TOTAL ACRES IN FARM TOTAL NO.   OF TILLABLE ACRES 
IN FARM  

NO. OF ACRES RENTED      IRRIGATED DRY 

NATURE OF EQUIPMENT PROVIDED BY OWNER, IF ANY 

APPROXIMATE VALUE OF IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT, IF PROVIDED 
BY OWNER  

ESTIMATED NET RENTAL OF LAND PER ACRE, BEFORE TAXES 

CROPS LAND CLASS 

CROP        NO. OF ACRES NO. OF ACRES   LAND CLASS 

REMARKS: 

VERIFIED WITH WHOM DATE 

APPRAISER 
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APPENDIX I.    Marion County farm rental data 
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APPENDIX I.    Marion County farm rental data. 

Rental Acres 

Rented 

IrriRated Acre axe Dry Acreage Income Data 

identification West RanRe       East RanRe 

m 
to 

< 

East and West Ranges 

Y gr
as

s 

a
c
.,

 

II
 G

 I
II

, 
G

B
 

, 
A
 G

B
 

G
V

II
, 

G
B

 

G
U

I,
 H

 

. 
H

  
  

" 

II
 G

 I
II

, 
G

B
 

, 
A

G
B

; 
G

II
I,
 

H
 

II
 G

U
I,

 

H
 

'. 

H
 'III 3 

8
3

 
'IIA

3
 

8
3
 V

 ' 

8
3

 
'III 3 II 

G
ro

ss
 t

en
t 

to
 l

an
d 

on
l 

U
n

ad
ju

st
ed

 
re

n
t/

a
c.

 

G
ro

ss
 r

en
t/

 
la

n
d
 o

n
ly

 

_-< >  5< a    2: -<; >=_-S ~-«   >£:<=£: 

2741W655 50 50 •, 2000 50 40 
3541W1036 76 76 2128 35 28 
3442W1485 38 38 1710 50 45 
143W1160. 62 62 3100 50 50 
1051W2121 32 32 1280 45 40 
352W3111 70 

"'"72 
63  7 3150 50 45 

1252W3194-2 64  8 2664 40 37 
1252W3197 145 98 47 4350 40 30 
1552W3244 65" "39 26"  2730 50 42 
3261W4661 45 

120 
32    13 1800 45 40 

2961W4645, " '120"'" ""  5400 50" 45 
1662W5820 70 70 4200 60 60 
3b62W63l'4. "280" ..' 280 14000 60 50 
962W5638 56 46 10 3080 60 55 
46rW55"67 - TTr """ "7204"~     " 6330 35 30 
2462W6083-1 17 17 1139 75 67 
2762W6li7 40 40 i960 49 49 
3562W6536 79 79 3555 50 45 
3 562W6 5 35 " 38 " " 38  "-   ■ "       -" - " 1710 50 45 
3362W6492 32 32 1440 50 45 
il'62'W5 668 42 "42 " " 2 016"50" 4'8 
1462W5763-3 11 . 11 495 50 45 
1063W6569-1 ~"86""- 77 ""  9'" -  3870 55 45 
1063W6568 63 52    11 2835 45 45 
"1063W6579 50" '45 " ' "5" " "1750 37' 35" 
163W6552 75 58  1 16 3750 60 50 

3363W6858-2 2 9"""" "29   l6i5"35 35 
2163W6832. 250 250 12500 60 50 
"163W6557"" ' "68 68 3400 60 50 
1563W6619, 95 . 95 4750 56 50 
1263W6553-1 > 20".' ' ' 20 ' ' 1000 60 50 
163W6552. 60 J   59  1 2700 55 45 

2363W6637-1 3 " " '3 120 40""40 
3463W6871 17 17 714 45 42 
3463W686tf " 19'~ "•■ 19   " " -  -'    7 98 ""4 2 4T 
871W7566 6 6 300 50 50 

1771W7695' " 8" " "8" 3 60 50' 45' 
571W 30 30 1200 50 40 
72W4485. ' 23' 23   17"2"5' 75" 75 
572W7953. 32 32 1600 50 50 
27"2W782'9'" 20' 20       12"00""6b" 60 

3273W 155 155 6200 22 40 
3582W  "30" '30  ' " ' 900 30""30 
3582W 21 21 630 40 30 
3"682Wi6363f 21' "21 "  6 30' 30" 3 0 

91W 30 30 1200 50 40 
91W -~36:— 35  -  1050 30 30 

1791W17138. 9 9 450 50 50 
199''lW26b48-] 22" "22 880 40 40 
691W19515 10 10 300 35 30 
891W19541. 180 '"180" 7200 50' 40 

3292W20575 79 79 2370 30 30 
1692W20326t. .150 _ 

5 
13    9? 4'i 

■ -  

3000 _2-0_.2-a 
2592W 5 250 50 50 
2592W20456 55 55   2750 50 50 
2992W20515, 111 70 41 2220 20 20 
2292W20386 100 50 50 2000 25 20 
2792W20498 30""" 30 750 30"" 2 5 
3492W20626 8 8 200 32 25 
2792W'2 0560 50" 50 1000" 24 20 
2092W 65 65 2600 45 40 
2593W20902, 30" 30"  1050 35 35 
3493W20996» 75 75 3000 40 40 



APPENDIX I.    Continued. 134c 

Rental     Acres IrriKated Acreafte Dry Acreage Income Data 

identification  Rented West Range       East Ranne East and West Ranges 

a      o a 
2-   <S-   a   = 

I,
 

II
 G

 U
I,

 
A

G
B

 

IV
, 

A
 G

 B
 

V
I 

G 
V

II
, 

A
 G

B
 

II
 G

 I
II

, 
H

 

IV
, 

H
 -

 

I,
 

II
 G

U
I,

 
A
 G

B
 

IV
,. 

A
G

B
; 

II
 G

 U
I, 

H
 

I,
 I

I 
c
m

, 
A

G
B

 
(g

ra
ss

la
nd

) 

C
ro

ss
 r

en
t 

to
 l

an
d 

on
ly

 

U
na

dj
us

te
d 

gr
os

s 
re

nt
/a

c.
 

C
ro

ss
 r

en
t/

ac
.,

 
la

nd
 o

nl
y 

  . 
3493W20989,  75 75 2625 35 35 
2593W20902.  50 . 50 1600 35 32 
3593W21012   12 6     6 396 33 33 
1993W20843   60 60 2400 40 40 
2592W20462.  20 20 700 35 35 
3093W20940.  15 15 450 40 30 

93W        60 60 1800 35 30 
793W20693» 192 192 

60 
5760 35 30 

3093W20957   60 1500 25 25 
2293W        70. 70 2205 35 32 
1802W21143   50 50 2250 50 45 
1303Wi21146  30 30 1350 50 45 
203W21226   30 30 600 30 20 
1203W21381-2 68 68 

50 
  ....   .     .   2720 50 40 

1591E22710   50 2250 50 45 
661E21431   35 32  3 525 20 15 
761E21509   40 34  6 1600 50 40 

2932W42     115 112 3 4255 37 37 
2992W20556   65 
1741W447,   " 86 

50 5 10 
86 

1800 32 28 
2494 29 29 

2741W711t   180 
3i'42W1450   222 

 _. . __  180 
34188 

4500 25 25 
4884 22 22 

542W1140    46. 44  2 1058 23 23 
542W1145    87 81  6 2001 23 23 

1142W1185    70 
542W1144    99      - —  70 

82 17 
1610 23 23 
1600 16 16 

3451W2996    30 
351W1588    34 

     _.. ___ 30 
■34 

570 19 19 
612 18 18 

3152W3517f  130 130 
25 

2600 20 20 
1261W4143.   25 250 20 20 
161W3671    16 
l"6iW3666""  35 

    -    16 
35 

400 25 25 
770 22 22 

361W3709    60 
3061W4631.   70    •  60 

70 
1200 20 20 
17 50 25 2 5 

3362W6500    73   73 1971 27 27 
2762W6507-1  28 28 700 25 25 
262W5533    15 

2563W6767    20 
15 
20 

375 40 25 
500 25 25 

2463W6752     5 5 
10 

100 20 20 
2463W6727    10 200 20 20 
2463W6753     6 6 

66  7 
120 20 20 

1371W7670.   73 1460 20 20 
1771W19993   12 12 

42 
240 20 20 

2472W9606    42 1050 25 25 
772W        40 ■ 

2"37'2W9599  6~ 
  _ 40 

6 
7 40 19 19 
150 25 25 

3481W15586. 120 120 
" "is"!5 " 

1800 15 15 
991W19580-2 30 750 25 25 
103W21193  135 
71E        10 -— - - -:  '   -  17 34    69 15 

~            io  
1350 10 10 
2'50"25""25" 

761E       110 100 10 3850 35 35 
1881E22350, 236 164 72 3540 10 15 
761E21440   30 • 15 15 450 15 15 

..lJftlE2»88 ..5.0 
861E21450   60   -   -"   • ■ 

50 _. 
51  9 

 ±0.00-2.0.- .2D.. 
1020 17 17 

761E21507,  70 
1861E21508.  60. 
    _ ..60. 10.   

60 
.._ 1190 20. 17. 

960 16 16 
_661E2_1451. _45_  "'    _  45 900 20 2_0 

Sum (121)      7449 4238 395 152 45   0  116 9  0 1652 316 3  429 94 246070 4418 4078 

Mean           62 35  3  1  -   0    1-0 14  3 -   4  1 2034   37  34 
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APPENDIX J.    Form used to estimate gross  income to land,   Marion 
County sale properties. 

Sale No. 

Acct.   No.       Twp.        Rng 

(All of West Range) 

 Land Class  Gross rent/acre. 
Acres      Dry Irrigated land only 

I A and B  $20 
 II A and B   - 20 
 III A and B   20 
 IV A and B   15 
 VIIA and B    2 
 II H                ---   12 
 III H                --   12 
 IVH                  10 
                            I A and B 40 
                            II A and B 40 
                          III A and B 40 
                         IV A and B 30 
                          VI A and B (Pasture) 2 
                        VII A and B 2 
                           II H 25 
                          III H 25 

IV H 20 
(All of East Range) 
    lAandB-- - -- 20 
 II A and B--   20 
 IIIAandB--   20 
 IV A and B .    15 
 VI A and B  2 
 VIIA and B   --- 2 
 II H                  - 12 
 III H                  12 
 IV H                    10 
                             I A and B 35 
                           II A and B 35 
                          III A and B 35 
                          IV A and B 25 
                           II H 25 
                           III H 25 
  I A and B (IRR Grassland)     30 
                           11A and B        ■•            " 30 

III A and B        "            " 30 
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APPENDIX K.    Form used to estimate expected landlord net real 
estate income,   Marion County sale properties. 

A.    INCOME - 

1. Land 

2. Buildings: 

Assessed value $ x 10% 

LANDLORD GROSS REAL ESTATE INCOME 

B.     EXPENSES - 

1. Real estate taxes 

2. Building upkeep,   depreciation,   and insurance: 

Assessed value of buildings $ x 4% 

3. Management:    5% of gross real estate income 

LANDLORD EXPENSES 

C.     LANDLORD NET REAL ESTATE INCOME (A - B) 
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APPENDIX L.    Scatter diagrams with simple linear 
regression equations 
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APPENDIX M 

Mean values and standard deviations of agricultural real estate 
sales data collected or estimated,  by area of study 
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.1 
Grain Area Sales (74),    1965-1969 

Data 
Three Counties 
combined (74) 

Sherman 
County (20) 

Gilliam 
County (31) 

Morrow 
County (23) 

Total acres (per sale) 

Tillable acres (per sale) 

Percent tillable (simple aver, 
of individual % tillables) 

Tillable acres dry (per sale) 

Add on=l,  Not=0(i. e. add-on= 
farm enlargement purchase) 

Improved=l,  Unimproved=0 

Assessed value of house and 
bldgs. (per sale) 

Assessed value of house and 
bldgs./ac. (simple aver, of 
assessed value... /ac.) 

Miles to nearest paved road 

Miles to nearest town 5 
1, 000 pop. 

Miles to nearest trade center 

Landlord net real estate income 
(per sale) 

846.08 
(901.70) 

425.40 
(304.05) 

937.42 
(724.-23) 

1, 088. 78 
(1,296.81) 

502.61 
(392.21) 

372. 25 
(263.25) 

502. 74 
(340.03) 

615.78 
(515.57) 

72.82 
(24. 14) 

87.90 
(9.61) 

60.03 
(20.95) 

76.96 
(28.41) 

500. 45 
(389.25) 

372.25 
(263.26) 

502. 74 
(340.03) 

608. 83 
(509.56) 

.88 
(.33) 

.85 
(.37) 

.97 
(.18) 

.78 
(.42) 

.34 
(.47) 

.30 
(.47) 

.39 
(.49) 

.30 
(.47) 

2,371.22 
(5,645.44) 

1, 144. 00 
(1,838.87) 

1, 275. 16 
(1,982.03) 

4,915.64 
(9,429.55) 

2.09 
(4.31) 

1.85 
(3.17) 

1.26 
(2.02) 

3.46 
(6.65) 

2.02 
(2.22) 

2.50 
(2.65) 

1.97 
(2.23) 

1.66 
(1.62) 

21.91 
(16.20) 

43.06 
(12.45) 

12.74 
(9.56) 

15.88 
(6.70) 

9.01 
(5.24) 

7.55 
(4.22) 

10J56 
(5.72) 

8.20 
(4.99) 

3,162.31 
(2,597.64) 

2,306.50 
(1,624.59) 

3, 344. 68 
(2,437.16) 

3, 660. 70 
(3,328.00) 

1. 

duction 
2 

Sales where grain and marketing certificates equal 50% or more of the value of the tract's pro- 

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the means. 

Land income only as no building income assumed for grain area tracts. 
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Grain Area Sales (74) (Continued) 

Three Comities Sherman Gilliam Morrow 
Data combined (74) Comity (20) County (31) County (23) 

Landlord net R.E. income/ac. ,   4.52 5.70 3.87 4.35 
(simple aver, of indiv. net (1.68) (1.80) (1.31) (1.56) 
incomes per ac.) 

Landlord net R. E. income/tillable           6. 34 6.38 6.66 5.89 
ac, (simple aver, of indiv, net (1.28) (1.65) (1.02) (1.19) 
income/tillable ac.) 

Total sale price net to real 73, 101. 88 59, 882. 50 73, 548.68 83, 994. 78 
estate (per sale) (57,704.99); (42^9X54) (53,851.97) (72,605.29) 

Sale price per total ac. 105.69 144.75 86.03 98.22 
(simple aver, of indiv. (41.06) (38.06) (29.97) (34.10) 
sale prices/ac.) 

Sale price per tillable ac. 150.49 163.50 152. 23 136.83 
(simple aver, of sale prices T (39,27) (35.83) (42.63) (34.14) 
tillable acres) 

Sale price per tillable ac. 147. 35 161.30 149.77 131.96 
bare land (simple aver, of (39.21) (36.69) (41.S9);- (33.22) 
sale price-bldg. value ; 
tillable acres) 

Sale price per tillable ac. 
bare land-nontillable (3) $15/ 
ac, (simple aver.) 

Total acres (per sale) 

Tillable acres 

Wheat acres 

Diversion acres 

Barley acres 

Summerfallow acres 

134. 79 158.95 133.81 116.39 
(34.62) (37,11) (32.63) (21.08) 

846. 08 425.40 937.42 1, 088. 78 
(901.70) (304.05) (724.23) (1,296.81) 

502.68 372. 25 502.90 615.78 
(392.22) (263.26) (340.07) (515.57) 

155. 39 111.55 163.26 182.91 
(120.21) (76.89) (107.32) (156.98) 

16.16 13.00 15.10 20.35 
(15.81) (8.90) (13.80) (21.80) 

79.85 61.35 73.23 104. 87 
(67.69) (49.63) (52.81) (91.26) 

251.20 186.35 251.16 307. 65 
(196. 07) (131.72) (170.04) (257.74) 
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Grain Area Sales (Continued) 

Three Counties Sherman Gilliam Morrow 
Data combined (74) County (20) Comity (31) 

435.00 

County (23) 

Nontillable acres 343.62 53.15 473.04 
(696.29) (54.91) (550.41) (1,046.56) 

Wheat yield (bu. /ac.) 31.62 33.75 31.16 30.39 
(4.86) (7.83) (3.34) (2.17) 

Barley yield 36.15 38.50 36.35 33.83 
(5.57) (6.97) (5.55) (2.87) 

Wheat price ($/bu. ) 1.50 1.52 1.46 1.53 
(0.10) (0.09) (0.09) (0.09) 

Certificate value ($/total bu.) 0.47 0.45 0.50 0.43 
(0.08) (0.07) (0.07) (0.10) 

Barley price ($/bu.) 1.07 1.08 1.07 1.07 
(0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) 

Wheat income (gross/sale) 7, 346.46 5,652.40 7,517.81 8,588.61 
(5,744.56) (3,709.34) (5,361.55) (7,372.07) 

Certificate income 2, 255. 80 1,671.00 2,475.06 2, 468. 78 
(1, 884.64) (1,251.91) (1,751.38) (2,417.74) 

Barley income 3,072.23 2, 504. 00 2, 846. 35 3, 870. 78 
(2,583.69) (1,988.23) (2, 112.31) (3,423.53) 

Grazing income 132.11 0.00 162. 87 205^ 52 
(360.05) (0.00) (301.86) (533.67) 

Owner-op era tor gross income 12, 704. 34 9, 827.25 12,757.29 15, 134. 78 
(9,919.19) (6,771.89) (8,918.82) (12, 866. 74) 

Landlord wheat income 2, 447.26 1,883.95 2,502.45 2,862.70 

(per sale) (1,916.56) (1,236.78) (1,791.46) (2,457.42) 

Landlord certificate income 752.15 556. 70 825. 06 823.83 
(628.07) (416.46) (583.71) (805.85) 

Landlord barley income 1, 024.16 834. 85 948. 84 1, 290. 30 
(861.28) (662.91) (704.11) (1,141; 23) 

Landlord grass income 132.11 0.00 162. 87 205. 52 

(360.05) (0.00) (301.86) (533.67) 
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Grain Area Sales (Continued) 

Three Counties Sherman Gilliam Morrow 
Data combined (74) County (20) 

3, 245. 20 

County (31) County (23) 

Landlord gross income 4, 334. 77 4, 426.19 5, 159. 00 
(3,438.53) (2,237.07) (3, 100.83) (4,483.08) 

Real estate taxes 705. 78 546. 20 608. 03 976.30 
(541.35) (347.80) (369.45) (758.82) 

Building insurance 23.72 11.45 12.74 49.17 
(56.45) (18.39) (19.79) (94.28) 

Building upkeep and 71.23 34.35 38.45 147.48 
depreciation (169.35) (55.22) (59.56) (282.86) 

Management 218.93 159.50 224.29 263.39 
(171.36) (111.10) (154.32) (221.90) 

Fence cost 26.28 0.00 32.23 41.13 
(71.98) (0.00) (60.26) (106.78) 

Fertilizer cost 209.28 162. 75 214.06 243. 30 
(161.21) (111.79) (148.84) (205.42) 

Landlord total expenses 1,225.91 909.15 1, 144.68 1,610.83 
(910.66) (601.72) (686.81) 1, 247.67) 

Landlord net real estate 3, 175.38 2, 336. 05 3, 356. 74 3, 660. 78 
income (2,595.41) (1,650.64) (2,426.49) (3,327.96) 

Blend price, wheat/bu. 1.96 1.97 1.96 1.97 
(includes cert, value) (0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) 

Percent return on investment 4.40 3.97 4.62 4.48 
(simple aver, of indiv. percent (1.27) (0.86) (1.41) (1.32) 
returns on investment) 
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Douglas County Sales (146),   1965-1969 

Data                   .     , Data 
Total acres (per sale) 343.61 

(595.76) 
No. of AUM's produced on 97.64 
irrigated and tillable land (235.25) 

Tillable acres 43.72 
(per sale) 

(47,01) No. of AUM's produced on 193.88 

Percent tillable (simple aver. 24.20 
nonirrigated and tillable land (244.57) 

of indiv, % tillables) (26.51) No. of AUM's produced on 237.35 

Tillable acres dry 35.09 
nonirrigated and nontillable land (369.98) 

(41.61) $ Gross land rental income 201.25 

Irrigated acres 8.61 
(21.92) 

produced on irrigated and 
tillable land 

(487.91) 

Improved=l)  Unimproved=0 0.73 
(0.44) 

$* Gross land rental income 
produced on nonirrigated and 

266.32 
(366.05) 

tillable land 
Assessed value of house and 
bldgs. 

6,229.93 
(6,577.57) 

$ Gross land rental income 
produced on nonirrigated and 

445.57 
(692.99) 

Assessed value of house and bldgs/ac. 36.23 nontillable land 
(simple aver, of indiv. assessed... /ac .)    (52.74) 

Building income 311.66 
Miles to nearest paved road 0.82 (328.94) 

(1.43) 
Landlord gross real estate 1,225.75 

Miles to nearest town Si, 000 pop. 7.93 income                                             ( ;l, 163.01) 
(5.55) 

Real estate taxes 374.44 
Miles to Roseburg 20.16 (360.05) 

(12.47) 
Building upkeep, depreciation, 249.32 

l=Out of county buyer, 0.23 and insurance (263.16) 
0=Buyer from Douglas County (0.42) 

Management 61.36 
Net landlord real estate income 540. 47 (58.40) 
(land and buildings) (634.44) 

Total landlord expenses 684.90 
Net landlord real estate income/ac. 2.33 (626.16) 
(simple aver, of indiv. net income/ac .)      (2.47) 

Landlord net real estate income 540.07 
Sale price per animal unit month (sim] pie 114.88 (634.64) 

Total sale price net to real estate 47, 946. 71 
(46, 139.85) 

Sale price/ac. (simple aver, of 237.32 
indiv. sale prices/acre) (213.75) 

Sale price/AUM "bare land" (simple 97.47 
aver, of indiv. .../AUM "bare land")       (61.54) 

Percent return on investment 1.21 
(simple aver, of indiv. % returns (0.88) 
on investment) 

Sale price net to real estate 47, 940. 55 
(46, 130.16) 

Farms and rural tracts of 20 acres or more. 

"Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the means. 
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Marion County Sales (119),   1965-1969 

Data Data 
Total acres (per sale) 51.50 

(55.42) 
No.  of irrigated and tillable 
acres (per sale) 

17.35 
(36.18) 

Tillable acres 36.71 
(42.81) 

No. of nonirrigated and 
tillable acres 

19.02 
(33.70) 

Percent tillable (simple aver, 
of indiv. % tillables) 

74.28 
(28.33) 

No. of irrigated and non- 
tillable acres 

1.70 
(5.30) 

Tillable acres dry 19.02 
(33.70) 

No. of nonirrigated and non- 
tillable acres 

13.13 
(24.52) 

Irrigated acres 18.89 
(37.34) 

$ Gross land rental income pro- 
duced on irr.  & till,  land 

682. 54 
(1,416.01) 

Improved=l,  Unimproved=0 0.61 
(0.49) 

$ Gross land rental income pro- 
duced on nonirr.  & till,  land 

263. 76 
(474.83) 

Assessed value of house and bldgs. 4, 716. 30 
(6,341.93) 

Assessed value of house and bldgs. / 127. 76 
ac. (simple aver, of indiv. assessed.../   (172.84) 
ac.) 

$ Gross land rental income pro- 10.96 
duced on iir. & nontill.  land (70.71) 

$ Gross land rental income pro- 58.97 
duced on nonirr. & nontill.  land (151.45) 

Miles to nearest paved road 

Miles to nearest town it 1, 000 pop. 

0.23 
(0.37) 

Miles to Salem 

5.89 
(2.72) 

13.81 
(6.68) 

Landlord net real estate income 899. 39 
(land and bldgs. ) (1, 150. 51) 

Landlord net real estate income/ac. 18. 31 
(simple aver, of indiv. landlord net (12. 10) 
R. E. income/ac.) 

Total sale price net to real estate 28, 006. 71 
(land and bldgs.) (32, 727. 10) 

Sale price/ac. (simple aver, of 654.80 
indiv. sale prices/ac.,  land and (370.44) 
bldgs. ) 

Landlord net income,   land only 720.48 
(1,048.01) 

Landlord net income/ac.,  land only 13.99 
(simple aver, of indiv. net landlord (9.44) 
income/ac,  land only) 

Sale price per ac. land only (simpleaver. 536.41 
of indiv. sale prices/ac.,  land only) (294.31) 

Gross land income 

Building income 

Landlord gross real estate 
income 

Real estate taxes 

1, 016.17 

(1,379.75) 

471.63 
(634.19) 

1, 483. 37 

(1,666.75) 

315.84 

(340.06) 

Bldg. upkeep, depreciation, 188. 62 
and insurance (253.65) 

Management 

Total landlord expenses 

74.41 
(84.69) 

580. 55 
(60S. 15) 

Landlord net real estate income        898. 85 
(1, 150.77) 

Percent return on investment 3. 18 
(simple aver, of indiv. % (2.31) 
returns on investment) 

Sale price net to real estate 28, 006. 71 
(32,727.10) 

% return on investment,   land 3. 14 
only (simple aver, of indiv. % (2.78) 
returns on investment,   land onlv^ 

Iparms and rural tracts of 10 acres or more. 

^Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations of the means. 
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APPENDIX N. Example of determining line of best fit through a 
scatter of points using method of least squares. 

A.     The data (hypothetical): 

Landlord net real 
estate income,   $/ac 

(X) 
2.00 
4.00 
4.00 
6.00 
7.00 

Sum 23.00 
Mean 4.60 

Real estate sale 
price,   $/ac. 

(Y) 
80.00 
70.00 

100.00 
90.00 

140.00 
2,360.00 

96.00 

B.     Plot of data: 

u 
(4 

m- 

o 

in 

140 - 

120 

100 

80 

60 1 

40 

20 

0 T 

X 

5 T 

X 

X 

TTT 
Income,   $/ac.    (X) 

C.    Calculation of intercept (b   ) and slope (b,) of line of best fit 
o I 

m (Y) (X) (Y) (X) 
2 80 160 4 
4 70 280 -16 
4 100 400 16 
6 90 540 36 

Sum 
7 

23 
- 140 

480 
980 

2,360 
49 

121 
Mean 4. 60 96 

Y = b 
o + bl X, where 
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ZXY    -  (gX)(SY)/.n   =   2,360  - (23)(480)/5 
1 

ZX2  - (£X)2/n 

. 152 
1.52 10.0,   and 

121  -  (23r/5 

b    = Y   - b.X = 96 - 10.0(4. 6) 
o 1 

96-46     =   50 
A A 

Thus,  the estimating equation is Y = 50 + 10X,   where Y 
denotes the "predicted" value of Y for a given X. 

D.     The regression line drawn through the scatter of points: 

X=4.6 

o 

■69- 

0) u 

a 

Y=96 

Y = 50 + 10X 

Income,   $/ac.   (X) 

E.      Calculation of error sum of squares,   SSE: 

X Y 
A 
Y Y-Y 

A  ? 
(Y-Yr 

2 80 70 10 100 
4 70 90 -20 400 
4 100 90 10 100 
6 90 110 -20 400 
7 140 120 20 400 

Sum 480 480 0 1, 400 = SSE 

Mean 96 96 
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APPENDIX N.    (Continued) 

F.     Calculation of total sum of squares,  SST: 

Y 
80 

Y 
96 

Y - Y 
-16 

(Y - Y)2 

256 
70 96 -26 676 

100 96 4 16 
90 96 -6 36 

Sum 
140 
480 

96 
480 

44 
0 

1,936 
2,920 = SST 

Mean 96 96 

Calculat ion of regression sum of squares , SSR: 
A 
Y 
70 

Y 
96 

A       — 
Y - Y 
-26 

A       — 2 
(Y - Y) 

676 
90 96 -6 36 
90 96 -6 36 

110 96 14 196 

Sum 
120 
480 

96 
480 

24 
0 

576 
1,520 = SSR 

Mean 96 96 

2 
H.    Calculation of coefficient of determination value,   r   ,   i.e.,  the 

proportion of the total sum of squares (variation in sale price/ac. ) 
that is attributable to another source of variation,  the indepen- 
dent variable (income/ac. ): 

,*«.§§! . 1412. = 52.o% 
SST 2,920 

I.     Calculation of coefficient of correlation value,   r,   i.e.,   index of 
closeness of fit of observations to estimated regression line: 

r = ^/r2    =   ^0.52    =   0.72, 

a positive and strong correlation between sale price per acre and 
net income per acre. 

J.     Calculation of value of standard error of b.   (S,    ) and t-value: 
1      bl 

/SSE/n-2 _    /1400/3 
b,     V    X^ - (XX)Vn        Vl21 - (529)/5 

■/ 

=    bj/S^--    =     10/5.54   =   1.81, 

which indicates that the slope of the linear regression line is 
significantly different from zero at the 20% level. 
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APPENDIX O 

Matrix of simple correlation coefficients,  by area of study 
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Grain Area 

X 
1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

Y 

xl 
1. 00 0.04 -0. 18 -0.03 -0. 12 -0.09 -0.11 

x? 
_ 1.00 0. 15 -0.23 -0.26 -0.43 -0. 44 

x3 
1.00 0.06 0.02 -0.09 0.06 

X4 
_ 1.00 0. 34 0.04 -0.02 

xs 1.00 0.29 0.35 

X6 
Y 

1.00 0.79 

1.00 

Doug lai 3 County 
X 

1 x
2 

X3 X4 X5 X6 
Y 

X
1 

1. 00 -0.08 0.08 0.02 -0.29 -0.03 0.21 

X
?, _ 1.00 -0.20 -0.08 0.03 -0.18 -0.27 

X, 1.00 -0.02 -0.02 0. 14 0.66 

X4 
_ 1.00 0.16 0.03 0.05 

XS _ 1.00 0.01 -0.02 

X6 
Y 

1.00 0.65 

1.00 

Marion County 
X 

1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 
Y 

Xl 1. 00 -0.01 0.07 0.01 -0.04 -0.23 0.23 

X? 
_1.00 -0.20 -0.07 0.12 -0.06 -0.28 

X3 
   1.00 0.01 0.03 0.58 0.66 

X4 
_  1.00 0. 14 -0.11 -0. 14 

XR 1.00 -0.07 -0.07 

X6 
Y 

1.00 0.34 

1.00 

where, 

X    = Year of sale,   1965 through 1969 X    = Miles to nearest town* 1,000 
. . population 

X    = Acres  in sale __        T      JI     J       <.        n       *.  «. 2 X.  = Landlord net real estate 
X    = Assessed value of bldgs, $/ac. income,   $/ac. 
„        ,.,.,       . , , , Y, = Sale price, $/ac.   (land and 
X . = Miles to nearest paved road ,, ,       . 

4 r bldgs.^ 



APPENDIX P.   Results of multiple regression analysis of sales, by area of study. 

Model      ^Description of Model 

Douglas Co. 

Basic 6-vatiable model 
(74 sales) 

Miles to nearest town 

Add-on variable {X7) added        Y 
to basic 6-variable model 

Basic 6-variable model Y 
(146 sales) 

Miles to Roseburg (X  ) sub- Y 
stituted for X5 

Basic 6-variable model Y 
(119 sales) 

Miles to Salem (xl) sub- Y 
stituted for X5 

Bldg.  value (X3) deleted Y 

Sales adjusted to bareland, Y 
i.e., Ya = Y -bldg. val/ac; 
Xg = Xg - bldg. income and 
expenses/ac. 

i 30 acres (57) Y 

<30 acres (62) 

^ 5096 of gross R. E. income 
from irr-till land rent (41) 

' 509S of gross R. E. income 
from irr-till land rent {78) 

Sales with no assessed 
bldg. value (47) 

Sales with assessed bldg. 
value (72) 

0.20 

(1-99)C 

0.36 
(1.95) 

0.09 
(2.02) 

30. S0«* 
(6.48) 

28.41** 
(6.61) 

62.61* 
(24.54) 

65.06* 
(24.79) 

109.76** 
(28.64) 

62.25* 
(25.81) 

-O.007* 1.47* 
(0.004) (0.68) 

-0.006* 1.38* 
(0.004) (0.66) 

-0.0071! 1.48* 
(0.004) (0.68) 

-0.013 2.27** 
(0.014) (0.16) 

-0.012 2.27** 
(0.014) (0. 16) 

-1.09* 1.34** 
(0.45) (0. 18) 

-1.15* 1.32** 
(0.45) (0.18) 

-1. 77** 
(0.54) 

-1.26** 
(0.47) 

2.82* 0.38f? 17.11** 
(1.38) (0. 19) (1.90) 

-0.51 -1.58** 16.92** 
(1.40) (0.60) (1.85) 

-2.87* 0.40* 16.99** 
(1.39) (0.20) (1.93) 

4.02 1.60 49.71** 
(5.84) (1.56) (3.39) 

5.00 -0.04 49.73** 
(5.81) (0.07) (3.40) 

155.40* -6.10 -0.51 
(67.65) (9.13) (2.65) 

161.44 1.14 -0.42 
(67.13) (3.87) (2.67) 

122.89 1.93 11.59** 
(81.64) (10.97) (2.S1) 

131.11 -5.17 1.72 
(71.26) (9.66) (2.76) 

39.06 -0.44 0.97* -139.80 -20.9! 
(33.08) (0.S9) (0.38) (97.78) (13.32) 

103.40«* -14.20* 1.30** -242.41* 10.04 
(36.90) (6.38) (0.22) (95.17) (13.00) 

12.94 0.06 0.95** -160.13* -15.89 
(26.25) (0.43) (0.30) (80.83) (9.71) 

111.89** -2. 35** 0.58 -166.46# 4. 10 
(33.23) (0.67) (0.40) (89.93) (12.27) 

113.15* -2.09* -200.02 26.94 
(52.37) (1.07) (143.96) (21.54) 

42.44 -0.10 1.56** -92.92 1. 17 
(25.13) (0.49) (0.19) (72.12) (8.95) 

al regressio a coefficient. Standard deviation of Y. 

1.05 
(3.88) 

0.33 
(3.78) 

(4.66) 

14.56* 
(7.31) 

1.70 
(5.23) 

2.13 
(3.02) 

4.14 
(9.19) 

0.690 2.79 105.69 
(41.34) 

0.703 2.73 105.69 
(41.34) 

0.691 2.79 105.69 
(41.34) 

0.796 8. 16 237.32 
(213.75) 

0.795 8.19 237.32 
(213.75) 

0.518 24.19 654.80 
(370.44) 

0.517 24.23 654.80 
(370.44) 

0.289 29.26        654.80 
(370.44) 

0.145 25.60 536.41 
(295.56) 

33. 70 540. 30 
(282.58) 

33.12 760.06 
(410.65) 

24. 29 548. 80 
(180.12) 

32.31 710.51 
(429.31) 

45.35 538.45 
(340.23) 

25. 74 730. 75 

(371.82) 

Constant value. Partial regression coefficient. Stam 

Identification of symbols: 

Y   = Real estate sale price,  $/ac. (land and bldgs. ) 

Y3 = Sale price of land,  $/ac. (land only) 

X   = Year of sale,   1965-69 

X2 = Acres in sale 

X3 = Assessed value of bldgs., $/ac. 

X4 = Miles to nearest paved road 

Xg = Miles to nearest town i 1, 000 population 

X- = Miles to: Nearest town supplying daily 
needs (grain area), Roseburg (Douglas 
County.),  or Salem (Marion County) 

Xg = Landlord net real estate income,  S/ac. 

Xg = Landloid net land income, $/ac. 

Xy = Add-on,  i. e.,   1 if farm enlargement purchase,  0 otherwise 

R = Multiple regression coefficient 

S = Standard deviation of Y for Xj = Xj 

Y = Mean value of dependent variable/ac. 
(land and bldgs, or land only) 

** = Statistically different from rero at 196 

* = Statistically different from zero at 5*£ 

* = Statistically different from zero at 10& 
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APPENDIX Q.    Summary table of basic step-wise regression model 
results,  by area of study:   Order of variable entry, 
and F-level and R    value after each, entry. 

Step Variable d.f. F-level R2 

No. Entered 

Grain 1 6 72 121.77 0.628 
Area: 2 3 71 3.44 0.646 

3 2 70 3. 37 0. 662 
4 4 69 2.21 0. 672 
5 5 68 3.95 0. 690 
6 1 67 0.01 0. 690 

Douglas 1 3 144 111.35 0. 436 
County: 2 6 143 192.42 0.760 

3 1 142 22.21 0. 792 
4 5 141 1.32 0. 794 
5 2 140 0.91 0. 795 
6 4 139 0.47 0.796 

Marion 1 3 117 89.67 0.434 
County: 2 1 116 7. 11 0. 467 

3 2 115 5.54 0. 491 
4 4 114 5.93 0.516 
5 5 113 0.43 0.518 
6 6 112 0.04 0.518 

Variable Identification: 

X    = Year of sale,   1965-69 

X    = Acres  in sale 

X    = Assessed value of buildings,  dollars per acre 

X    = Miles to nearest paved road 

X    = Miles to nearest town of at least 1,000 population 

X,  = Landlord net real estate income,  dollars  per acre 
o 


